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Abstract

Given the growing popularity of peer-assisted file distribution in commercial

applications, it is increasingly important to understand the performance of file

distribution. File distribution systems often have to cope with extreme conditions,

called flash crowds, when the number of users suddenly surges. Flash crowds affect

the efficiency of the file distribution and impact user download performance. Thus,

content distributors have to ensure that the system has sufficient capacity to cope

with flash crowds while maintaining the agreed quality of service with minimum

costs. To cope with flash crowds, protocol designers need to understand how p2p

protocols match both users and content distributors expectations.

The objective of this thesis is to develop methods for understanding and pre-

dicting the performance of file distribution systems during flash crowds. Contrary

to current assumption that peer bandwidth utilization is constant throughout

the download process, our measurement study on PlanetLab shows three dis-

tinct phases in the utilization of peer bandwidth over the download time, namely

start-up, maximum utilization, and end-game. Furthermore, a key observation is

that the last phase has a step-like function that corresponds with the number of

classes of peers with different upload bandwidth. Based on these measurement

observations, we propose a general analytical approach to predict the download

performance of a file under flash crowd conditions and demonstrate the robustness

of our approach for a number of applications.



Our analytical approach models flash crowds using two distinct scenarios.

Firstly, a closed model is proposed where a large number of peers join the sys-

tem in a short period of time and no peers arrive after the flash crowd. This

corresponds with content being pushed to users in a staggered manner such as

automatic software updates. Secondly, a more complex open model is proposed

for multimedia content where arrival rate is not constant over time but decreases

as the file popularity drops. Validation of the estimated average download time

against PlanetLab measurements shows 14% and 6% error in closed and open

systems with up to 150 peers, respectively. Furthermore, validation against simu-

lation for up to 5,000 peers shows that our model maintains an average error of 9%.

Our parameter sensitivity study shows that accurately estimating the duration of

the maximum utilization phase decreases the model errors by up to 20%. Lastly,

to demonstrate the robustness of our modeling approach, we used the simpler ho-

mogeneous closed model for heterogeneous closed systems and homogeneous open

systems with a smaller than expected increase in model error of 4% and 14%,

respectively.

A number of insights for users, service providers and protocol designers of

peer-assisted file distribution systems are drawn from applying our model. As

peers contribute their upload bandwidth to overall system capacity, both closed

and open systems cope well with an increase in the number of peers downloading

the file, independent of the peer upload bandwidth. In server provisioning, the

closed model shows that the provisioned server capacity, and thus the cost, can

be reduced by 40% by relaxing the download time by 10%. Uncoordinated allo-

cation of server bandwidth disproportionately favors fast peers. Thus, increasing

the server bandwidth allocated for slow peers and decreasing that for fast peers

can be effective in reducing the download time and server provisioning costs with-

out affecting the fairness of the system. In protocol design, coupling our model

results with measurements, we discovered that improving fairness can sometimes

lead to transient starvation with significant performance degradation. This thesis

concludes that achieving high peer bandwidth utilization is essential for scaling

peer-assisted file distribution. The handle to reduce both peer download time and

provisioning costs is to manage server bandwidth.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Internet is a pervasive medium for content distribution. In a simple file

distribution scheme, a file is disseminated from a central server to many users.

Two main factors make efficient file distribution a performance challenge. Firstly,

the number of users requesting various files and the amount of content continue to

grow with the increasing availability of Internet subscriptions and mobile phone

applications. It is estimated that global IP traffic has increased fourfold over the

past five years and will increase another threefold over the next five years [1].

Secondly, the size of files requested has increased from several tens of megabytes,

for music files in the late 1990’s, to a few gigabytes, for movies today. Cisco [1]

estimates that, by 2017, the gigabyte equivalent of all movies ever made will transit

the Internet every three minutes. The growing distribution of these large amounts

of content adds huge load on servers. When distributing files, the servers have to

achieve acceptable quality of service such as the download time experienced by

users. Hence, in server provisioning, protocol design and tuning, among others, it

is necessary to understand the expected performance of different methods of file

distribution.

To cope with the load caused by the increase of the number of users and file

1



Chapter 1. Introduction

sizes, content distribution is achieved using two main methods: client-server and

peer-assisted. In the client-server content distribution, the centralized server is the

only service provider for the clients. These systems suffer from loss of performance

with the increase in the number of clients and the size of files [16]. In the peer-

assisted content distribution [13, 28, 45], the clients, called peers, contribute their

upload bandwidth to the system service, while downloading a file. The service

capacity in these systems grows when the number of users increases [68]. The

peers download a file as a client, but at the same time act like servers, sharing

the file across peers and improving system performance. As the size of the files

has increased, content distribution has migrated from the traditional client-server

to the more efficient peer-assisted schemes [21, 49], commonly implemented using

peer-to-peer (p2p) protocols.

The performance of content distribution is often affected by a phenomenon

called flash crowd, where there is a sudden large surge in the number of users,

which usually occurs when new content is made available [27]. As content ages,

the system goes into steady-state, when the arrival rate of the users becomes

closer to the service rate of the system. For a service provider, the challenge is to

ensure that the system has sufficient capacity to cope with flash crowds without

affecting download performance. Flash crowds can have serious consequences on

business revenue. For example, Amazon estimates that its sales decrease by 1%

for every 100 ms delay caused by flash crowds, while Google reports that half a

second increase in waiting time results in a 20% decrease in traffic [69]. While the

steady-state assumption is reasonable for file-sharing systems, since peers stay in

the system and continue to share the file after they complete the download, this

assumption is not realistic in file distribution systems, where peers download the

file as fast as possible and then leave. Zhang et al. [69] show that flash crowds

affect download performance for up to 45% of the peers in BitTorrent (BT) [13]

2



Chapter 1. Introduction

swarms.

Considering the importance and variability of content distribution in today’s

Internet, it is essential to analyze the performance of such systems, in particular,

the performance impact of flash crowd. In performance analysis, three major ap-

proaches can be identified, namely measurement, simulation and analytical mod-

eling [29]. Measurement may not be feasible in large distributed systems, such as

content distribution systems, because it perturbs the operation and may alter the

behavior of the measured systems. Simulation of large systems can be computa-

tionally expensive because of the large number of events generated. In contrast,

analytical models provide a fast, simple alternative and can offer significant in-

sights for large systems. Furthermore, models can be successfully used to analyze

performance scalability of content distributed systems. Though model accuracy

is a concern, validating the model against real measurement increases credibility.

We adopted this hybrid approach and develop analytical models validated with

extensive measurements to understand the performance profile over time of peers

in a file distribution system.

Previous work on modeling p2p systems focused mainly on systems at steady-

state analysis [24, 53, 63]. In file-sharing systems, modeling steady-state is reason-

able because peers stay in the system and continue to share the file after download

is completed. In contrast, peers in file distribution systems download the file as

fast as possible and then leave. Furthermore, when a large number of peers join

the system in a short period of time [69] as shown in Figure 1.1, it results in a

flash crowd. The arrival rate of peers in a file distribution system is not constant

over time and is affected by factors such as file content, content popularity, geo-

graphical location of peers, among others. We distinguish two main scenarios with

flash crowds: closed and open systems.

Usually file distribution systems experience a transient state with spikes in

3
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Figure 1.1: Evolution of the peer arrival rate in swarms.

peer arrivals. For example, automatic software updates are usually pushed in a

staggered manner, generating multiple short periods when large number of peers

join the system, resulting in multiple flash crowds. In general, the challenge for a

file distribution service is to ensure that there are sufficient resources provisioned

to achieve a reasonable quality of service (download time) for the peers arriving

during the spike of arrivals. In a pessimistic scenario, when no peers arrive after

the spike, flash crowd can be modeled as a closed system where all the peers

arrive at approximately the same time. Assuming a closed system leads to an

easy-to-solve analytical model for predicting peer-assisted performance with good

accuracy.

Alternatively, after a flash crowd, peers continue to arrive at a decreasing rate

as the file popularity drops. This happens for multimedia content such as TV

series episodes which have a significant number of fans that download the content

once it is made available, but also have another flux of users that download the

content shortly after it is made available. Hence, the arrival rate of peers in these

systems usually follows an exponential decrease. This scenario is usually modeled

using an open system, which might be difficult to solve to a closed-form solution.
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1.1 Thesis Objective

The objective of this thesis is to develop methods for understanding and predicting

the performance of file distribution systems during flash crowds in open and closed

systems. We propose a general analytical approach to predict the download time of

a file under flash crowd conditions and demonstrate the robustness of our approach

for a number of applications. For example, our analytical approach can be used to

predict a reasonably tight upper bound on the expected download performance.

Providers can efficiently predict the required capacity to support a reasonable

quality of service for both closed and open systems. Furthermore, they can analyze

the impact of adjusting their distribution policy to achieve better peer utilization

and better individual performance for slow peers. Finally, protocol designers can

apply our analytical approach to better understand the performance of newly

proposed p2p protocols and to increase the utilization of available peer bandwidth.

1.2 Peer-assisted Protocols for File Distribution

We study two protocols, BitTorrent (BT) [13] and Tit-For-Tat-Transfer-Protocol

(TFTTP) [31, 62] used for peer-assisted file distribution. BT is widely used and

studied, while TFTTP is new proposed file distribution protocol.

In BT, the peers in a swarm cooperate to download large files, initially only

available on a few nodes that are called seeds. Peers simultaneously download

and upload different parts of the file from other peers, as well as directly from the

seeds. A file is divided into chunks, called blocks, and multiple blocks form a piece.

A new peer connects to a tracker to obtain a metadata file, also called torrent file,

containing a list of active peers and their list of blocks. A peer downloads blocks

from other peers and from the seeds. After the download is completed, BT peers

5
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can decide to stay in the swarm and become seeds, or leave the system. An

incentive scheme called choke/unchoke regulates the exchange of blocks among

peers, where each node attempts to upload blocks to the peers that offered it the

best download rates during the last download interval. A number of unchokes are

chosen based on the best download rates, while one unchoke, called an optimistic

unchoke, is randomly chosen from the remaining requests the peer received. A

new BT torrent needs at least a seed (the peer that wants to share the file) to

start the downloads. A peer requests from other peers pieces based on rarest-first

policy. However, the peer has only a local view of the network, since the tracker

provides only a partial list of peers. Due to optimistic unchoking, some leechers,

called free-riders, can download parts of the file without contributing to the service

capacity.

In TFTTP, a central server stores the shared files and a list of peers interested

in downloading the files. A new peer connects to the server to get a list of peers and

their file ring, a list of available blocks, and the first file block. A sector consists

of a number of contiguous blocks (default of five). The last blocks in a file can be

included in the same sector as the first blocks constructing a ring. The peer that

needs a sector consisting of a certain number of blocks from other peer proposes

a trade to that peer. The trade is accepted if the other peer can obtain a sector

with the same number of blocks in exchange from the first peer. After the peers

agree on the blocks that will be exchanged, the download starts and the next trade

between the same two peers can be proposed after both peers have finished the

upload. When a trade has been accepted by both peers, they mark the respective

blocks as promised and peers may trade promised blocks with others even before

the blocks are downloaded. This block-for-block scheme reduces free-riding and

ensures that even peer with lower bandwidth can download the file.
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1.3 Contributions

Our measurement-analytical modeling approach is based on measurement obser-

vations drawn from extensive measurement studies of flash crowds in peer-assisted

file distribution systems using PL (PL) [11]. In contrast to previous works [53],

our measurement study shows that peer bandwidth utilization is not constant

throughout the download process. Using analytical modeling, we capture the im-

pact of peers bandwidth utilization on the download time expected by peers in

both closed and open systems.

Our main contributions are:

1. Understanding flash crowds through extensive measurements on PL

(a) The utilization of available peer bandwidth, ρ, is not constant over time

with flash crowds [6, 8].

Contrary to current assumption that bandwidth utilization is constant

throughout the download process [53, 68], we observed based on our mea-

surement analysis that bandwidth utilization over time varies widely in

the presence of flash crowds and can be characterized by a trapezoidal

shape curve that depicts three phases: start-up, maximum utilization and

end-game. By observing the variation of ρ as a function of the total num-

ber of blocks downloaded, we capture both the file block availability and

the performance variation over time.

(b) Variation of ρ for different flash crowds scenarios [7, 8].

Our measurements on PL show that the peer bandwidth utilization profile

is similar for flash crowds in open and closed systems. In all scenarios,

ρ for the flash crowd peers has three phases and the end-game is char-

acterized by a steep decrease. However, peers in open systems with ex-
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ponential decreasing arrival rates benefit from the capacity of new peers

joining the system after the initial flash and the download rate decreases

at a lower rate compared to peers in closed systems. While the first two

phases are similar for homogeneous and heterogeneous systems, the last

end-game phase in heterogeneous systems has a step-like profile, with each

step corresponding to the departure of the class of peers with the highest

bandwidth. This behavior can be explained by the clustering phenomenon

previously observed in BT systems [30].

(c) Fairness and class share ratio in file distribution [7].

Previous work shows that fast peers are the main contributors to sys-

tem service, by uploading more data by volume than the slower peers

throughout the download process [30, 41]. However, in the context of file

distribution, the key question is whether they also enjoy an amount of

service that is commensurate with their contribution. We observed that

in BitTorrent each class receives a percentage of service that is close to

the percentage of service offered by that class.

2. Understanding flash crowd performance using analytical models

(a) A general analytical model for file distribution in closed and open sys-

tems [8].

By modeling the swarm as a closed system, we propose a new approach

for predicting the flash crowd performance of peer-assisted file distribution

systems. We show that our model can be applied to file distribution in

both closed and open systems. The key insight of our approach is that we

can model the evolution of a file distribution system in terms of the utiliza-

tion of available peer bandwidth. The model can be applied for systems

with homogeneous and heterogeneous bandwidth peers. The analytical
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model is extended for file distribution in open systems with exponential

decreasing arrival rates. Our validation with measurements on PL shows

that the measured utilization of available peer bandwidth closely follows

our model, while the predicted download rate variation over time is close

to the measured values. On average, the download time estimates from

our models are 11% away from measured values.

(b) Performance understanding for flash crowds [8].

Firstly, our analytical approach predicts a reasonably tight upper bound

on the achieved download performance for larger systems that can be

difficult to measure. Secondly, we show that our approach can be easily

applied and extended for other p2p protocols. As an example, we applied

our model to FairTorrent [55] and TFTTP [31] with a different incentive

scheme. Coupling our model results with measurements, we observed that

FairTorrent suffers from starvation, especially when the system is under-

provisioned or when the number of peers is large.

(c) Server provisioning for flash crowds [6, 7].

We derive from our model the server capacity required to support a speci-

fied quality of service. Deriving the server capacity helps download content

distributors to provision during flash crowds without consuming excessive

bandwidth. Furthermore, we show how service providers can use our model

to understand the expected performance when changing their distribution

policy. For example, providers can analyze the performance of policies

aimed to improve the peer upload bandwidth utilization in the end-game

phase.

9
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1.4 Thesis Organization

The structure of this thesis is the following:

Chapter 2. Related Work

This chapter gives an overview of the existing studies on performance of

peer-assisted file-sharing and file distribution. We start by presenting the

peer-assisted protocols used in file distribution. Next, we describe the main

approaches used for performance analysis, and we focus mainly on measure-

ment and trace analysis and analytical modeling. We continue to present the

main insights obtained by previous studies for systems at steady-state and

flash crowd for both open and closed scenarios. Lastly, we present previous

work done on server dimensioning and server policies for file distribution.

Chapter 3. Measurement Observations

This chapter shows our observations from measurement on PL [11] with

closed and open systems. An important insight is that peers are not able

to fully utilize their entire available upload capacity during a flash crowd.

By observing the variation of ρ as a function of the total number of blocks

downloaded, both the file block availability and download performance over

time are captured. For current p2p protocols, ρ can be characterized by a

trapezoidal-shape curve with three phases. This profile is similar for both

closed and open systems with homogeneous and heterogeneous bandwidth

peers. Lastly, we observe the effects of sharing in heterogeneous bandwidth

systems.

Chapter 4. Proposed Analytical Models

Based on our measurement observations, we propose a new approach for

modeling and predicting the flash crowd performance of p2p file distribution
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systems. Our approach is designed for both homogeneous and heterogeneous

bandwidth swarms. A key strength of our approach is that we can model the

evolution of ρ in a file distribution system as an analytical function of the

total number of blocks downloaded by all peers in the system. To obtain a

closed form solution for file download rate (throughput) variation over time

and the expected average download time experienced by the peers, we model

the swarm as a closed system.

Chapter 5. Extension to Open Systems

Since the utilization of available bandwidth is similar for both closed and

open systems, the model is easily extended to allow for different arrival rate

of peers in open systems. We show our model estimated the average down-

load time of peers with 5.8% average error for systems with exponentially

decreasing arrival rates. Next, we use the homogeneous closed model for

modeling heterogeneous closed systems and open systems. The high errors

obtained when using the homogeneous closed model for heterogeneous and

open systems show that it can be inaccurate to use one general model for

all scenarios with flash crowds. To obtain good accuracy in estimating the

download time, it is necessary to use the right model for each scenario.

Chapter 6. Applications of Analytical Models

We apply our model to study the scalability of p2p file distribution with

flash crowds. Firstly, our analytical approach provides a reasonably tight

upper bound on the achieved download performance as the number of peers

scales up in both closed and open systems. Secondly, we show how the

server capacity required to support a specified quality of service is derived.

This can help peer-assisted content distributors handle flash crowds without

providing excessive bandwidth. Furthermore, we present methods of mini-
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mizing the end-game phase of the utilization of available peer bandwidth by

adjusting server distribution policies. Thirdly, protocol designers can apply

our approach to understand the performance of different p2p protocols and

different implementations.

Chapter 7. Conclusions

This chapter concludes the thesis and presents the direction for future work.

12
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Related Work

In the recent years content distribution has become one of the main contributors

to the Internet traffic, with p2p file-sharing and streaming accounting for more

than 45% of the total traffic in Europe [1, 26]. File-sharing and file distribution

are among the most important applications where peer-to-peer (p2p) protocols are

increasingly replacing client-server protocols. Given the large size and dynamic

nature of these applications, it is increasingly difficult to characterize their perfor-

mance [53, 68]. File distribution systems are often subject to flash crowds [27, 69]

and provisioning for peak workload is a challenging task [16]. Researchers have

resorted to the classic methods of performance analysis, measurement, simulation

and analytical modeling, for studying performance of such systems. Performance

of peer-assisted file distribution is mainly influenced by the protocol used and their

workload. This section presents the related work done in analyzing the impact of

these key factors when predicting performance of file distribution.
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2.1 Peer-assisted File Distribution Protocols

Traditionally, file distribution was done using client-server architectures. Because

these systems suffer of major performance issues when the number of clients in-

creases, p2p architectures have been adopted. P2p architectures, based on p2p

protocols, have the ability to function, scale, and self-organize in the presence of a

highly transient population of nodes, network, and computer failures, without the

need of a central server and the overhead of its administration. P2p systems have

various degrees of centralization ranging from the pure, completely decentralized

systems such as Gnutella [22], to partially centralized systems such as Kazaa [28]

and BitTorrent [13]. Throughout this thesis, peer-assisted systems refer to par-

tially centralized systems, which usually have a centralized server to guide and

coordinate the peers interactions and the terms “node”, “peer” and “user” are

used interchangeably to refer to the entities that are connected in a peer-to-peer

network.

Many of the current p2p systems fall within the category of content distri-

bution, which includes systems designed for the sharing of digital media and

other data. P2p content distribution systems range from relatively simple file-

sharing applications, to more sophisticated systems that create a distributed stor-

age medium for securely and efficiently publishing, organizing, indexing, searching,

updating, and retrieving data. Some examples are: Napster [45], Gnutella [22],

Kazaa [28], BitTorrent [13], Avalanche [21], Antfarm [49], FairTorrent [55]. Con-

sidering the large number of p2p protocols, it is challenging to predict the expected

performance of peers for any p2p protocol. The peers in these systems decide how

and when to contribute to system’s service based on the incentive scheme of the

p2p protocol. In file sharing systems, peers simultaneously download and upload

different parts of the file from other peers, as well as directly from the server. A
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number of studies [20, 32, 49, 53, 68] have been done to analyze performance of

various p2p protocols.

Only a few studies focus on non-BitTorrent systems. Ge et al. [20] show that

the scalability of p2p architectures dependents of the degree of centralization.

As expected, in centralized indexing architectures, the performance is bounded

by the server’s capacity. Gummadi et al. [23] measured and simulated a Kazaa

network and discovered that users access one single time the same file. Many

studies [17, 18, 27, 33, 53, 52, 68] have been conducted to analyze performance of

BT-like systems, which are based on a choke/unchoke incentive scheme. It turns

out that that peers interactions in BT are difficult to understand and model.

These studies analyze the system as a whole, and use the metric of effectiveness

of file-sharing, η, to characterize the incentive mechanism. Some of the studies

proposed new incentive schemes [33, 49, 55, 63] that improve performance of BT.

Considering the different degrees of centralization in p2p incentives schemes, it

is challenging to provision for these systems. The impact of the server capacity on

the performance of peer-assisted systems has been studied using fluid models [16,

59]. Various methods for server bandwidth allocation among different swarms and

peers have been shown to improve performance for content distribution [9, 14].

Other proposed methods, such as content bundling [24, 39, 40, 70] and dynamic

allocation of peers among swarms [14, 15], have been proposed to improve the

download time and availability in p2p systems.

Gaps

Previous work showed that the performance analysis of the incentive scheme in

p2p protocols can be a challenging task [18, 27, 33, 53, 52, 68]. Usually the

studies focus on one protocol with BT being the most popular [27, 33, 53, 68].

For example, Qiu and Srikant focus on BT and it is unclear how their models can
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be extended to other protocols [53]. We propose a more general approach with

the model divided into two key parts consisting of a protocol-independent and a

protocol-dependent abstraction. Furthermore, we show how to extend it to BT,

BTSeed, FairTorrent [56], and Tit-For-Tat-Transfer-Protocol (TFTTP) [31].

2.2 Performance Analysis Approaches

Traditionally, there are three approaches commonly used for performance analy-

sis of computer systems [29]: measurement, analytical modeling and simulation.

Measurement may not be always feasible when doing a thorough analysis of large

complex systems, such as content distribution systems. Simulation can be com-

putationally expensive for large and complicated systems. In contrast, analytical

models provide a fast and simple alternative and can offer significant insights for

large systems. Common problems in content distribution such as performance

scalability can be successfully captured by models.

This thesis uses two approaches for studying performance of file distribution

systems, namely analytical modeling and measurement. This section discusses

the related work done on performance analysis of peer-to-peer systems using these

two approaches. Firstly, we discuss the main the main directions in measurement

of p2p file-sharing systems. Secondly, we present the types of analytical models

commonly used for performance analysis of p2p systems. Approaches to study the

performance of p2p protocols can be broadly divided into analytical models and

measurement models, as shown in Figure 2.1.

2.2.1 Measurement and Trace Analysis

Measurement can be very helpful in understanding p2p protocols. Even though

measurement has some drawbacks that are usually caused by the large-scale sys-
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Figure 2.1: Performance analysis approaches

tems that are studied and the method of collecting traces, it can be a good tool for

observing system behavior and for validating model results. The most important

requirement in order to do measurement is to have an implementation of the real

system and this is not always possible, as this implies high costs. Even when the

real system exists and can be measured, the behavior of the system in different

situation might be difficult to observe due to the size and transitory nature of

p2p networks. Observing the influence of one specific parameter is difficult, as it

is almost impossible to reproduce the same environmental conditions for several

experiments. However, measurement is useful to observe workload characteristics

and the parameters influence on the system.

When using measurement, usually more resources are involved than for an-

alytical modeling. Computers networks have a large number of users, therefore

setting up a scenario to measure real systems is complicated. Experiments con-

ducted with a small number of peers are not relevant for the behavior of real p2p

protocols. Geographical location of the users might have an impact on the results,

hence collecting traces in a limited environment does not give the most accurate
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image. PlanetLab [51] is a platform with nodes all over the world that aims to

give close-to-real environment for running the experiments. However, PlanetLab

is constrained in terms of bandwidth and physical memory usages, making exper-

iments difficult to run. Other problem involving measurements appears when the

collection of traces interferes with the experimental results. Small trace resolution

slows down the system, while larger resolution reduces the range and detail of

behavior that can be studied. In many cases, measurements are conducted during

short time intervals, hence the results show specific characteristics of the system.

Complete insights about the system can be obtained about the system after a

large number of measurements, in various conditions (steady-state and transient

state), by varying specific parameters (number of users, arrival rates, server or

peers bandwidth). Discovering the right combination of parameters and condi-

tions that reveals important characteristics about the real system takes time and

might not be successful if the system is too complex.

Measurement and trace analysis can be used to obtain insights of the real

system, sometimes by characterizing the workload of the system [23, 24, 27, 52,

66, 69], or to validate a proposed analytical model [24, 54, 63, 68, 53]. We present

the studies that use measurement as a tool for system modeling and workload

characterization. Gummadi et al. [23] use a set of measurements to describe the

user behavior in Kazaa [28] p2p file-sharing protocol and to propose an empirical

model that is simulated and compared with the real traces. They discovered that

the users are patient and their downloads slow down in time as they age. Moreover,

they found that the object popularity distribution is not Zipf, as it was believed.

Zipf distribution is seen the object popularity distribution in the WWW [5], as

users request the same web page many times (“fetch-repeatedly”). For the Kazaa

objects, the users request one single time the same file (“fetch-at-most-once”),

hence the distribution does not follow the Zipf function.
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Izal et al. [27] captured a five-month BitTorrent (BT) trace in the life of one

torrent. Problems, such as large number of files of large sizes and large number

of users with various bandwidths that are geographically distributed over a large

area, lead to systems that are difficult to measure. Pouwelse et al. [52] collected

BitTorrent traces during a eight-month period including a large number of torrent

files and peers. The measurement was conducted both for trackers and peers.

This study improved understanding of the p2p file-sharing systems performance

and popularity. They show that decentralization helps the system ability to offer

service, but lowers the files availability, as peers do not have incentives to remain

in the system as seeds.

2.2.2 Analytical Models

The analytical models include fluid flow models [12, 17, 24, 32, 33, 53], Markov

chain models [54, 63, 68] and queueing models [20]. However, some models use

combinatorial analysis [37, 57] or linear programming [38, 44]. Some studies make

use of different techniques in their analysis, such as combining measurement with

an analytical model to obtain additional information about input parameters [24]

or implying combinatorial analysis to make a model tractable [17].

Fluid Model

Fluid model approximates arrivals and departures with fluid flows and the number

of clients in the system is represented by a continuous-valued function of time [29].

In the fluid model, only the mean values of the arrival, departure and queue pro-

cesses are considered, while the deviations from the average are ignored. This

fluid approximation has been applied in data networks to analyze TCP or statis-

tical multiplexing for routers and switches [29]. Qiu and Srikant [53] were the

first to study BitTorrent (BT) using a fluid flow approximation. They proposed
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a complex model that was adopted by other authors [12, 17, 33, 32, 53] to model

the performance and the scalability of BitTorrent system. The download time is

used as a measure of performance, while the scalability of the system refers to the

evolution of the number of peers. Several studies [33, 53] use this model to study

the impact of free-riding in BitTorrent system, at steady-state.

BitTorrent systems are based on sharing parts of the file, hence quantifying

the effectiveness of file-sharing is essential for understanding system performance.

Qiu and Srikant use η, effectiveness of file share, a similar parameter to Yang

and Veciana [68], with values from 0 to 1. A small value for η means that the

downloaders use just a small part of their uploading bandwidth to share the file

with other peers. The rest of the uploading bandwidth is totally unused and

the leechers download mostly from the seeds. In contrast, when the uploading

bandwidth is completely used then the effectiveness of file-sharing (η) is large. Qiu

and Srikant [53] demonstrated using combinatorial analysis that η for a BitTorrent

system is approximately 1. The parameter is used as input for the BT fluid model.

In real systems, the peers are not identical, as Qiu and Srikant assumed in their

work [53]. In [12, 33], the peers are differentiated by the uploading bandwidth.

Clevenot et al. [12] and Liao et al. [33] divide the peers in many classes based

on their uploading bandwidth. The peers with high upload capacity have an

advantage compared to low capacity peers, since they get unchoked more often

and the block transfers are faster. Liao et al. [33] assume that all peers join the

system at the same time (or over a short period of time), all download the file at the

same time and leave as they complete their download. Other authors divide the

peers in classes based on the number of blocks a peer has already downloaded [17]

or based on their decision to share blocks with other peers [32].

As for results obtained using analytical models, the fluid model is used mainly

to study the average download time of a file in a BT system. As studies have
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shown [32, 53], the downloading time at steady-state is influenced by the effec-

tiveness of file-sharing (η), departure rate of the seeds and bandwidth. A general

observation[53] is that the arrival rate of the peers does not influence the down-

loading time. However, there are cases when the arrival rate of peers of different

class influence the download time; for example, Li et al. [32] showed that more

free-riders in the system can increase the average download time, as the free-riders

consume uploading bandwidth without contributing to the system sharing. The

downloading time decreases with the increase of η. This is an expected result

as an increase of η shows that the peers upload more to other peers triggering

faster download. Another parameter that influences the downloading time is the

bandwidth. If the downloading bandwidth is sufficiently large, the uploading

bandwidth becomes the bottleneck in the system. Therefore a high bandwidth is

desired for a good performance. The number of seeds affect the downloading time.

The performance is better if the seeds stay in the system for a longer time (the

departure rate is smaller).

Validation is a very important step in designing a analytical model, as this

shows how exact a model can be. Traces collected in existing systems and in sim-

ulation are used for comparison with the output results of the models. In [24, 53],

real traces from BT trackers are used to validate parts of the models. In addition

to that, discrete event simulations are employed for validation [17, 24, 32, 33, 53]

or the proposed models are compared with older models [32, 53]. Validation using

measurements taken in a real system cover a narrow range of parameter values,

hence the analytical model cannot be validated for all cases. Usually, measurement

is used to validate the correctness of the model when a single parameter varies,

while the rest of the parameters are kept constant. Choosing parameters values

for the constant parameters is a complicated job when a good validation process is

wanted. Validation using simulation is a little more flexible, as the number of runs
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and parameters’ values are not constraint by environment, but still some parame-

ters have to be set in order to validate variations for other parameters. Moreover,

simulation might have the same underlying model as the simulation model hence

the simulation results match perfectly the analytical model results.

In conclusion, the fluid model is the most used framework to model BT-like

protocols and reveals quite accurate the behavior of the system at steady-state.

The model is based on an input parameter η (effectiveness of file-sharing) which is

quite difficult to quantify and assumed to be one. The performance metrics used

is downloading time, which is computed using the average number of peers in the

system at steady-state.

Queueing Models and Markov Chains

One of the first attempts to model p2p protocols involved using queueing sys-

tems [20] and Markov chains [54, 63, 68]. Queueing systems can be employed to

model p2p networks that are less complex. When the interactions between peers

become complicated, like for BitTorrent systems, the queueing models require a

high degree of simplifications in order to model p2p networks. Markov chains are

used to describe stochastic systems, in terms of a state transition diagram com-

posed of nodes and one-way paths. The nodes correspond to states of the system,

while the path represent the transitions between states. Markov chains respect

the memory-less rule (the next state depends only of the current state) and the

time-homogeneous rule (the transition probabilities do not change in time). In

this section, we discuss the approaches used to study p2p systems using queueing

systems [20] and Markov chain [54, 63, 68].

In [20], Ge et al. model a general peer-to-peer architecture, which does not

consider BitTorrent as it was little known and used at that time. The results of

this model show that p2p file-sharing systems scale well when the number of peers
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increases. Furthermore, a greater number of peers means better performance,

since the peers contribute to the capacity of the system [20]. The central indexing

architecture can scale gracefully with population size until the server’s capacity is

reached. On the other hand, limited-scope flooding queries have a negative impact

on the performance because many queries may expire before reaching the peer

responsible with the requested file. If multiple file systems are assumed, the most

replicated file is the most requested one. This is not necessarily true, especially for

popular files that are just introduced in the network. If this assumption is broken,

the performance of the peer-to-peer system shows a minor degradation [20].

Yang and Veciana [68] used for the first time a Markov chain to model BT.

Their goal is to study the service capacity of the system. The model assumes that

peers serve one file chunk at a time, as concurrent uploads might slow down file-

sharing. However, parallel uploads may ensure file availability, as peers normally

leave the system when completing the download due to lack of incentives to stay

and share the file. Simultaneous uploads could lead to performance improvements

when using a credit system. The same idea of credit system is later used by Li

et al. [32] to allocate seeds’ bandwidth based on peers’ contribution to the overall

download process. Yang and Veciana [68] proposed techniques to offer propor-

tional upload bandwidth to peers based on their contribution to the overall service

capacity or based on the specific capacity a peer receives from the neighbors. A

global credit system is difficult to implement, since p2p protocols do not have a

server that keep track of each peer contribution. Peer-wise proportional fairness

policies are easier to apply since the decision is made locally, based on services the

peer receives from other downloaders.

Tian et al. [63] present a more elaborated Markov chain to model system

characteristics for BT. Contrary to Yang and Veciana which consider that all

peers participating in the swarm are identical, in [63] they differentiate the peers
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based on the part of the file that they had already downloaded. The Markov chain

represents the states based on the percentage of completion of the download. The

transition to the next state is done when the peer downloads other parts of the

file. The results for this model show that a great number of peers have few parts

of the file or almost all the file, while the number of peers that have between 20

and 80% of the file is quite small. Tian et al. use file availability estimation to

declare a torrent dead. They model the lifetime of a torrent using dying process.

The dying of the torrent is usually triggered by the last seed leaving the system,

while peer arriving in clusters lead to a shorter lifetime of the torrent.

Rai et al. [54] model BT protocol using a peer-oriented 3-dimensional Markov

chain. The states are represented by the number of active connections, the per-

centage of the file and the number of neighbors the peer has. The transitions

are modeled using three functions, one for each variable. The peers go through

three evolution stages: bootstrap phase, efficient download phase and last down-

load phase. Similar to [68], the Markov chain model is not solved for the general

case, but the results for some particular cases are validated with measurements or

simulations.

The Markov chain models in [54, 63, 68] are validated using real traces and

simulation. Rai et al. [54] use a BT simulation which seems to use the same

assumptions as the model, as the numerical results are almost the same with the

simulation data. The real traces in this case [54] are not used to numerically

compare with the model, but just the general approach is validated by similarity

in trends. Tian et al. [63] use BT tracker traces to validate the number of peers in

different states, while the lifetime of the torrent and file availability are validated

using a discrete event simulation. Similarly, Yang and Veciana [68] validate the

peer evolution using traces from a BT tracker, while for the rest of the model they

use simulation.
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Combinatorial Models

In this section, combinatorial models are used to refer to models that involve com-

binatorial or probabilistic analysis. Probability theory is used to study random

phenomena, while combinatorial theory refers to discrete events. Combinatorial

models are used by several authors [17, 37, 57] to model p2p file-sharing protocols.

In some cases [17], these models are applied to BT-like protocols, while in [37, 57],

the p2p architecture is a new one, described and used only by these studies. Com-

binatorial analysis can be used as part of another type of model; for example,

in [17], the combinatorial model is used together with the fluid model to approx-

imate the downloading speeds between peers. In [57], the probabilistic theory is

employed to find the transitions probabilities between states in a queueing system,

while in [37] probabilities are combined with Markov processes.

Massoulie and Vojnovic [37] study coupon replication systems, in which a pop-

ulation of users aims to complete a collection of coupons (file chunks). The as-

sumptions for this system are slightly different from BT, as a peers randomly select

peers to trade with from the entire swarm, while in BT the peer has only limited

access to the peers in the network (list received from the tracker). Fan et al. [17]

apply the combinatorial analysis to a multiple class fluid model for BT. The com-

binatorial analysis models the interaction between different classes of peers that

have more or less chunks of the file.

In conclusion, combinatorial models usually are used together with other ana-

lytical model because they are appropriate for completing the missing parts from

other models. They require approximation in order to get a final result and an in-

novative way of joining different simple probabilities, which are not always exact.

The studies that use probabilistic theory fail to validate the specific parts of the

model that involve approximations and combinatorial analysis. Simatos et al. [57]
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is validated using simulation results, while Massoulie and Vojnovic [37] do not

present a validation for their model. Fan et al. [17] use a discrete event simulation

of BT to validate their results for the fluid model, but they fail to validate their

combinatorial analysis and their approximations.

Linear Programming Models

Linear programming (LP) is a mathematical technique to optimize a linear ob-

jective function, considering some constraints. In other words, the goal of the

linear programming is to determine the best outcome given some requirements.

Mundinger and Weber [44] are the first to use linear programming to analyze p2p

file-sharing protocols’ efficiency. They propose an “up-link sharing model” for p2p

networks. The underlying architecture that is being modeled is similar to BitTor-

rent, but makes some different assumptions: there is a centralized control that

allocates upload bandwidth and the peers can simultaneously upload to all other

peers in the network. Both assumptions are unrealistic, since a centralized server

would slow down the system and a peer that divides the bandwidth among many

peers loses performance due to timeouts and retransmissions. The same type of

architecture is later used by Mehyar et al. [38] and Chang et al. [10] in a similar

linear programming model that targets other things than previous model.

In conclusion, linear programming can be applied to optimize the system for a

specific goal, considering specific constraints. Normally, good performance means

that a cumulative set of requirements must be met, hence optimizing for a single

goal is not desirable for the overall performance. Moreover, in order to obtain a

global optimal result, global information about the system is needed and this data

is not always available in a common decentralized p2p architecture. Due to this

centralized nature of the model, a basic validation of the LP results is missing in

the current studies [38, 44].
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Comparison

There is a large body of work on the modeling of p2p systems. Table 2.1 shows

a comparison of the different approaches for performance analysis used for p2p

protocols. The most common approaches use Markov chains [54, 63, 68], queue-

ing theory [20, 57] and fluid models [12, 24, 32, 33, 53]. The main drawback of

Markov chains and queueing models is that sufficiently detailed models are of-

ten mathematically intractable, while simple models fail to provide much insight.

Applications of previous models include the performance estimates of download

times [33] and specific p2p problems, such as free-riding [32, 53, 68] and swarm

lifetime [24, 40].

Approach
Protocol Upload band- Time Validation Extreme

independent width utilization dynamics Measurement Simulation conditions

Measurement - X X N/A N/A -

Fluid
- X X X X -

model
Queueing

- - - - X -
models

Markov chain
- X X X X -

models
Combinatorial

- - - - X -
models
Linear

- - - - - -
programming

Table 2.1: Comparison of performance analysis approaches

Fluid models are useful because they capture the evolution of p2p systems over

time. However, current work assumes constant arrival rate and models are solved

for systems at steady-state [33, 53]. But in reality, p2p systems are often subjected

to flash crowd conditions [27, 34, 68, 69]. Hence, our focus is on modeling the flash

crowd performance of p2p file distribution to obtain a closed-form approximation.

Yang and Veciana [68] and Qiu and Srikant [53] used the measure of effective-

ness of file-sharing, η, as an input parameter in their analytical models. In their

models, a downloading peer’s contribution to the service capacity is a fraction η
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of that of a peer that has fully downloaded the file. The model also assumes that

the total capacity of the peers is fully utilized at steady-state. However, it is not

obvious what is the expected bandwidth utilization for systems under extreme

conditions, such as flash crowds.

Confidence in analytical models increases when they are validated with real

measurements. Previous models are typically validated using simulations [18,

20, 32, 33, 57]. In many cases, only parts of the models are validated using

measurement traces from real systems, while simulation is used to complete the

validation [24, 53, 54, 63, 68].

2.3 Performance Insights

Current work [33, 53] assumes that the number of peers served in a peer-assisted

system is constant over time, meaning that the system is at steady-state. In this

case, the arrival rate of the peers in the system does not vary over time and it

is less or equal to the departure rate [12, 17, 32, 33, 53]. However, this might

not be always the case in a peer-assisted system, because the arrival rate varies

with the popularity of the file. When the file is introduced in the system, the

arrival rate increases and the system is in a transient state. After some time,

the popularity of the file starts to decrease and less peers are interested of the

file. From real measurement, it has been observed that p2p systems at transient

state are often subjected to flash crowd conditions [27, 34, 68, 69]. Hence, our

focus is on predicting the flash crowd performance of p2p file distribution. In

this section, we present the related work done on predicting performance for p2p

content distribution systems for steady-state and flash crowds. The majority of

the studies focus on the steady-state performance, while just a few analyze the

system with flash crowds.
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2.3.1 Steady-state and Flash Crowd

Gummadi et al. [23] use a set of measurements to describe the user behavior in

Kazaa [28] p2p file-sharing protocol. The main assumption used in this paper

is that the number of clients and files in the system are constant. Hence, the

proposed model does not capture the dynamism of the real system during flash

crowds, when the number of users increases exponentially. The insights observed

using the model are that the download speed decreases with peer ageing and new

files introduced in the network improve performance, while new clients have the

opposite effect.

This fluid model has been used [12, 17, 24, 32, 33, 53] to model the performance

and the scalability of BitTorrent system. Fluid models are useful because they

capture the evolution of p2p systems over time. This model is easy to solve for

systems at steady-state [12, 17, 24, 32, 33, 53], when constant number of peers

in the system for long periods of time. In contrast, at transient state, when

the system suffers large variations in the number of peers, the fluid model can

be too complex to be solved to a closed form solution. Some studies [33, 53]

solved the model both for transient and steady-state, but the solution obtained

for transient state is not a practical one. However, Qiu and Srikant [53] proved

that p2p systems eventually reach the a stable equilibrium, at the end of the

transient state of the system. Yang and Veciana [68] and Qiu and Srikant [53]

used the measure of effectiveness of file-sharing, η, as an input parameter in their

performance models. Their models assume that the total capacity of the peers

is fully utilized at steady-state, i.e. η = 1. However, it is not obvious what is

the expected bandwidth utilization for systems under extreme conditions, such as

flash crowds.

Markov chain models [54, 63, 68] and queueing models [20] have been used
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to model the BT system at steady-state. The results [68] show that the average

download time decreases with the offered load, if the departure rate is small.

Otherwise, the service capacity will decrease when the offered load is increasing.

This is an expected result for steady-state, but it might not be easy to predict

what happens when flash crowds appear.

Izal et al. [27] captured a five-month BitTorrent (BT) trace in the life of one

torrent. They analyzed this trace and revealed results about the ability of BT

to cope with flash crowds without losing efficiency. They formulate a number

of open questions that are difficult to answer only by conducting measurement,

since it is quite complicated to capture the dynamism of such systems. Yang

and Veciana [68] modeled for the first time the transient state for p2p systems.

They used a deterministic branching process, which shows the exponential growth

of average throughput when a new file is introduced in the system. The mean

population size is computed using the file size and the upload capacity of a peer

as parameters.

In [37], the authors develop a detailed Markov model to study the scalability

and effectiveness of p2p protocols. They differentiate between phases a system

experiences: when the file is first made available, flash crowds can appear; after a

while, the arrival rate of the peers stabilizes and the system is at steady-state; when

the arrival rate starts to decrease, the system goes through end phase. Based on

this phases, Massoulie and Vojnovic use an open and closed systems to characterize

the system during steady-state and transient state. However, their results are of

theoretical interest and focus on the steady-state performance.

Recently, Zhang et al. [69] propose a method for identifying and analyzing the

number of users variation over time during flash crowds in real BT swarms. As

expected, flash crowds appear immediately after swarm creation and the arrival

rate of peers increases exponentially during flash crowds. After the first major flash
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crowd, it is possible to observe other minor flash crowds for the same swarm. These

flash crowds may affect up to 45% of the total number of peers that download the

file. These findings show that predicting performance during flash crowds can be

beneficial for a large number of users of peer-assisted file distribution systems.

Gaps

Steady-state is a common assumption used in analyzing performance of p2p file-

sharing systems [12, 17, 24, 32, 33, 53, 68]. However, p2p file distribution systems

are often subjected to flash crowds that significantly deteriorate performance [7,

27, 69]. Flash crowd performance is still not well understood.

2.3.2 Open and Closed Systems

In system theory, an open system is a system which continuously interacts with its

environment or surroundings. The interaction can take the form of information,

energy, or material transfers into or out of the system boundary. An open system

is contrasted with the concept of an closed system which does not exchange any

kind of information with its environment. A peer-assisted file distribution system

can be assumed open or closed based on the number of peers that join and leave

the system over time. Specifically, we refer to an open system when the number

of peers in the system varies over time and to a closed system when the number

of peers in the system is constant over time. In a closed system peers might arrive

and leave the system, but at the same rate.

Massoulie and Vojnovic [37] distinguish between open and closed systems, ac-

cording to whether there are exogenous user arrivals or not. For example, they use

open systems to analyze the steady-state and closed systems to study the transient

behavior of during flash crowds. For open systems, with exogenous user arrivals,
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download performance is asymptotically optimal as the number of file blocks be-

comes large. In closed systems, users eventually have to query a central server

to complete their file download, at the end of a flash crowd phase initiated by a

burst of increasing number of clients. These results confirm the results from [53]

and [68]. Open systems can be used to model systems at transient state, while

closed systems usually model steady-state.

2.3.3 Server Policies and Provisioning

The impact of server capacity on the performance of homogeneous peer-assisted

systems has been studied using fluid models [16, 59]. Various methods for server

bandwidth allocation among different swarms and peers have been shown to im-

prove performance both in the context of p2p streaming [67] and content dis-

tribution [9, 14]. Other proposed methods, such as content bundling [39] and

dynamic allocation of peers among swarms [14], have been proposed to improve

the download time and availability in p2p systems.

2.4 Summary

P2p protocols have been analyzed in the context of file-sharing [33, 53, 63, 68],

when peers tend to stay in the system after they finish their download and act as

servers. In file-sharing systems, it is common to assume system is at steady-state

where the number of peers served in the system being constant over time [53, 68].

However, file distribution systems are commonly subject to flash crowds, that are

known to impact the download performance [8, 27, 34, 68, 69]. A complete analysis

of the flash crowd impact on performance of file distribution in open and closed

systems is still missing.
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Measurement Observations

We adopted PlanetLab [11] as a platform to understand the complex interactions

in peer-assisted file distribution systems [7, 8]. Peers execute real file distribution

protocols over a realistic Internet network. Using this platform, we perform ex-

tensive measurement experiments with flash crowds. This section discusses our

measurement methodology and the key observations.

Peer-assisted systems improve the scalability and performance of content dis-

tribution because they utilize the upload bandwidth of the downloading clients to

improve the overall available bandwidth of the system. However, distributed and

uncoordinated p2p algorithms like BitTorrent are not entirely efficient in utilizing

the available bandwidth of the system and allow clients to obtain service without

offering commensurate service in return [50]. While managed architectures [49]

and pricing mechanisms [42] have been proposed to address these issues, we believe

that the popularity of BT and the availability of its numerous implementations

make it an attractive choice for file distribution. Hence it is important to under-

stand the utilization of available peer bandwidth in file distribution systems where

peers download the file as fast as possible and then leave. Furthermore, we ana-

lyze the fairness in file distribution systems. Specifically, we observe the effect of
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clustering in a heterogeneous swarms on the service received by each class of peers

and we show that each class receives a percentage of service that is commensurate

with its contribution to system’s service.

3.1 Measurement Setup

Our measurement study is conducted on PlanetLab (PL) [51], a group of real

computers available as a testbed for computer networking and distributed sys-

tems research composed of over 1000 nodes at 500 sites worldwide. Using two

protocols, BitTorrent (BT) [13] and Tit-For-Tat-Transfer-Protocol (TFTTP) [31],

we focus on gaining further insights on the evolution of the utilization of available

bandwidth and download time.

3.1.1 PlanetLab

PlanetLab is a global research network that supports the development of new net-

work services [11, 51]. Currently, PL consists of 1168 nodes at 554 sites. Since the

beginning of 2003, many researchers have used PL to develop and test technologies

such as distributed storage, peer-to-peer systems, distributed hash tables, network

mapping, and query processing. Next, we present some design considerations of

PL that affected the way we designed and run our measurement experiments.

PL has been used to design and evaluate large-scale distributed techniques in-

cluding algorithms, protocols, services and systems. Furthermore, the cooperation

between academic, industrial, and government institutions, and the combination

of edge sites, co-location and routing centers, and home users connecting to the

Internet make PL diverse and heterogeneous, imitating an environment similar

to the Internet. Even though, when it first started, PL did not accurately repre-

sent the Internet [58], the extensive and global spread of the current nodes make
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network experiments more realistic [61]. Due to the size and global nature, PL

often suffers from route-failures, node outages, and other network problems which

make managing experiments difficult. To address this, we first select working

nodes based on two criteria: the nodes should respond to “ssh” and the operating

systems distributions should allow running our p2p protocols.

The design requirements for PL [48] included providing a platform for both

short-term experiments and long-running services, sustaining growth through au-

tonomy and decentralized control, and scaling to support many users with minimal

resources. PL was designed to allow multiple users sharing its resources through

distributed virtualization - each service runs in a slice of PL’s global resources.

Multiple slices run concurrently on PL, where slices act as network-wide contain-

ers that isolate services from each other. Balancing the need for slices to acquire

the resources they need is done trough two features [48]. First, it decouples slice

creation from resource acquisition. This means slices hold resources only when

required by a service or experiment (rather than the lifetime of the slice), and

slices can use alternative resource allocators to acquire the resources they need.

Second, PL depends on “fair share” resource allocation as its default mechanism,

augmented with “recovery” mechanisms that deal with potential resource thrash-

ing.

To maintain a fair share of resources among slices, PL implements a few mech-

anisms [47]. For example, one mechanism kills the slice with the largest physical

memory usage on a given node when that node’s swap space is 90% utilized. This

mechanism has given users an incentive to be careful about memory consumption,

which has nearly eliminated memory as a bottleneck resource. Furthermore, each

slice is limited in bandwidth by a daemon that allows sending a quota of bytes

each day at a cap rate, and if the slice exceeds its quota, it imposes a much smaller

cap for the rest of the day. For example, if the slice’s quota is 16 GB/day, then
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this corresponds to a sustained rate of 1.5 Mbps; once the slice sends more than

16 GB, it is capped at 192 kBps until midnight GMT. PL does not cap incoming

bandwidth. Therefore, PL nodes can still saturate a bottleneck link by download-

ing large amounts of data. To ensure similar network conditions, we ran multiple

experiments in sequence.

3.1.2 Workload

Our experiments involve a server and multiple clients. For BT, we used the Python

implementation (version 4.4.0) [4] and modified the client program to quit after

completing the download. The file is divided into blocks of 16 kB with 16 blocks

forming a piece. We start a tracker, a client that acts as the initial seed (which

remains throughout the experiment) and clients that act as peers. To mimic a file

distribution scenario where the clients are only interested in downloading a file

and not in helping other clients with their downloads, peers are not interested in

altruistically sharing file blocks. For TFTTP, we used our own Java implemen-

tation and start a server and multiple peers. Since TFTTP does not allow for

altruistic sharing, peers leave the system after they complete the download. The

block size for TFTTP is 256 kB, and 5 blocks for a sector. We used the default

values for block, piece and sector sizes. For BT, we ran two sets of experiments,

one in which peers leave the system immediately after they finish the download,

denoted by “BT”, and another one in which peers stay in system and share the

file after they finish the download, denoted by “BTSeed”.

We ran over 800 experiments on PL, with different server and peers bandwidth

settings. The server upload bandwidth was varied from 128 kBps to 4096 kBps,

while the peers upload bandwidth was varied from 16 kBps to 256 kBps. The

download capacity of the peers is not constrained. We ran experiments with

homogeneous and heterogeneous bandwidth peers. For homogeneous bandwidth
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peers, the upload peer bandwidth was set to 128 kBps. For heterogeneous band-

width peers, the peers were divided among two, three, or five classes, each class

having a different upload bandwidth. Since the upload capacity of nodes on PL

is unknown, we cap the upload bandwidth of peers and the seed using the de-

fault capping mechanism provided in BT to facilitate our analysis of the results.

For capping the bandwidth in TFTTP, we used a link emulator recommended by

PL [19]. Because PL nodes are limited to uploading about 8 GB of data daily, we

set the file size to 100 MB, and worked with swarms with up to 150 nodes because

we ran many experiments over a short time interval. In this way, the network

conditions were similar among experiments.

We ran experiments with open systems, where peers continue to arrive in the

system after the start of the flash crowd, and with closed systems, where all peers

arrive approximately at the same time and no peer arrives after the start of the

flash crowd. We cover two main scenarios:

a. Open Systems

From real measurements [24, 69], we observed that the arrival rate considerably de-

creases after each flash crowd. We analyzed the arrival rate in the traces collected

from real BT swarms by Zhang et al. [69]. After each flash crowd, we observe an

exponential decrease of the peer arrival rate. For example, Figure 3.1 shows the

measured arrival rate of peers for one trace. Also, fitting exponential decreasing

functions obtains good approximation of the trend in many of the traces.

Previous work [9, 24, 35, 36] has long debated whether the arrival rate of

peer follows an exponential or a Zipf distribution. Considering our trace analysis

observations, we use an exponential distribution function for the arrival rate in

our experiments with open systems on PL. Specifically, the peer arrivals in our
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Figure 3.1: Peer arrival rate measured in real traces

experiments follow λ(t):

λ(t) = λ0e
−

t
τ , (3.1)

where λ0 is the initial arrival rate of peers (arrival rate of peers in the initial flash

crowd) and τ is the attenuation parameter of peer arrival rate. We set τ = 4 and

varied λ0 between 80 and 130 in our PL experiments. These values lead to flash

crowds of around 400 peers simultaneously downloading the file.

Furthermore, during flash crowds, the peer arrivals are not uniformly dis-

tributed but appear in sudden spikes [25]. These spikes have a high impact on the

performance of the system because peers arrive close in time or, in the worst case,

at the same time. Hence, our measurements on PL include also experiments with

open systems where peers join the system at about the same time, or with high

arrival rates for short time intervals. The flash crowds are followed by lower peer

arrival rates. These subsequent arrivals contribute to the system’s capacity with

their bandwidth and improve the download performance of the peers that joined

during the flash crowd, but did not complete their download yet.
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b. Closed Systems

Usually file distribution systems experience a transient state with spikes in peer

arrivals. Zhang et al. [69] showed that, in many cases, a major flash crowd is

followed by other flash crowds. However, we focus on one flash crowd. In the

worst case scenario, all peers join the system at the same time and no new peers

join the system after the initial flash crowd. We show in Section 3.2.1 that the

closed systems offer a good abstraction of the practical flash crowd in open sys-

tems. In particular, the subsequent peer arrivals have a negligible impact on the

performance of the peers in the initial spike. Therefore, we use experiments with

closed systems to show our flash crowd observations regarding the utilization of

available peer bandwidth and the effects of sharing in heterogeneous system.

3.2 Utilization of Available Bandwidth over Time

While our objective is to predict peer download performance, peers also contribute

their bandwidth in peer-assisted file distribution. Thus the utilization of available

peer bandwidth is an important proxy that characterizes download performance.

Qiu and Srikant claimed that the effectiveness of BT at utilizing available band-

width can be approximated as one in steady-state [53]. In contrast, during a flash

crowd, we observe that the utilization of peer bandwidth varies throughout the

download. We define the utilization of available peer bandwidth as follows. We

investigated the performance of BitTorrent [13] and TFTTP [31] used as a file

distribution protocol by conducting measurement experiments on PL [11]. In the

process, we observed that there is a consistent pattern in the utilization of the

available bandwidth over the course of a download.

Definition 1. Utilization of available peer bandwidth, ρ, is defined as the ratio of

the effective peer upload bandwidth for all peers to the upload capacity of all peers

in the system.
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For closed systems, the upload capacity of all peers in the system is computed

by summing up the upload capacity of all peers that initially join the system and

remains unchanged over time. For open systems, the total upload capacity varies

over time and consists of the number of peers downloading the file at time t.

After doing more than 700 experiments with different bandwidth configura-

tions and protocols on PL, we observed that the evolution of bandwidth utilization

during a download can consistently be divided into three main phases: start-up,

maximum utilization and end-game. The trend is consistent for BT, BTSeed

and TFTTP. Additional plots showing the upload bandwidth utilization for ex-

periments with different number of peer and server bandwidths can be found in

Appendix A.1.

We present the observations for BT and TFTTP when used in homogeneous

systems, where all peers in an experiment have the same upload bandwidth. For

illustration, we plot in Figure 3.2 the utilization for a BT homogeneous system

where the server has an upload capacity of 256 kBps and where all the peers have

an upload capacity of 128 kBps. In this example, the start-up phase is from 0
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Figure 3.2: ρ against time, t, for 100-node BT swarm with homogeneous peers
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seconds to 100 seconds; the maximum utilization phase is from 100 seconds to 760

seconds, and the end-game phase is from 760 seconds to 2100 seconds.

To better understand the utilization of the available system bandwidth as a

download progresses, we represent ρ as a function of K, the total number of blocks

downloaded in the system, because K captures the progress of the download in

terms of blocks downloaded over time. If N is the total number of peers in the

system and M is the number of blocks in the downloaded file, all the peers would

have downloaded the file when K reaches MN . Therefore the total number of

blocks, K, can be normalized by dividing it by MN as shown in Figure 3.3.

Similarly, we plot in Figure 3.4 the utilization of the upload bandwidth in

a TFTTP homogeneous system with 256 kBps server’s upload bandwidth and

128 kBps peers’ upload bandwidth. We observe the same pattern of ρ, consisting of

three phases. In this example, the start-up phase and the maximum utilization end

when 1% and 74%, respectively, out of the total number of blocks are downloaded

in the system. In the next sections, we present results from experiments with closed

and open systems with homogeneous and heterogeneous bandwidth settings.
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Figure 3.3: ρ against K for 100-node BT swarm with homogeneous peers
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Figure 3.4: ρ against K for 50-node TFTTP swarm with homogeneous peers

3.2.1 Open and Closed Systems

It has been shown that flash crowds can have a significant impact on the download

performance for up to 45% of the peers in BitTorrent swarms [69]. Also, flash

crowds typically appear immediately after swarm creation and the arrival rate

of peers increases over a short time interval [35, 69]. After the first major flash

crowd, it is also possible to observe other flash crowds for the same swarm [25, 69].

In general, the challenge for a file distribution service is to ensure that there are

sufficient resources provisioned to achieve a reasonable quality of service (download

time) for the peers arriving in the initial spike of arrivals.

In a pessimistic scenario, when peers do not arrive after the initial spike, flash

crowd can be modeled as a closed system where all the peers arrive at approxi-

mately the same time. In a relaxed scenario, more peers will continue to arrive

after the initial spike and these subsequent arrivals contribute to the system’s

capacity with their bandwidth. We can show with empirical experiments that

the download time of the nodes arriving during the initial spike is not affected

significantly by the slow arrival of peers after the initial spike.
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In an open system, peers continue to arrive at a decreasing rate as the file

popularity drops. This happens for multimedia content such as TV series episodes

which have a significant number of fans that download the content once it is made

available, but also have another flux of users that download the content shortly

after it is made available. Hence, the arrival rate of peers in these systems usually

follows an exponential decrease. In a closed system, no peers join the system after

the flash crowd. This is the case for automatic software updates [65] that are

usually pushed in a staggered manner, generating multiple short periods when

large number of peers join the system, resulting in multiple flash crowds.

Considering these different scenarios, we show next how to identify a flash

crowd. We distinguish first the main phases in a file distribution system: tran-

sient state and steady-state. Immediately after the content is made available for

download, these systems experience a transient state with spikes in peer arrivals.

These spikes lead to variations over time in the number of peers downloading the

file. During this transient state, a flash crowd starts when the number of peer

suddenly surges and ends when the number of peers decreases. We do not cover

in this work the case when multiple spikes overlap. Based on the percentage of

change in the number of peers, the flash crowds can have different magnitudes [69].

As the system stabilizes, it transits into steady-state, when the number of peers

downloading the file becomes constant over time. In particular, we assume in our

scenarios that the flash crowd starts once the file is made available for download

and ends when the number of peers variation throughout the last three minutes

is less than 10 peers.

In this section we show that performance of systems during the flash crowd

is not significantly affected by peers arriving after the spikes. We evaluate the

download rate and upload bandwidth utilization of BitTorrent (BT) peers for

three different scenarios with flash crowds:
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1. 100 peers join the system approximately at the same time and no peers arrive

in the system afterwards.

2. 100 peers join the system approximately at the same time and peers continue

to join the system at an arrival rate of three peers per minute.

3. 100 peers join the system approximately at the same time and peers continue

to join the system at an arrival rate of 20 peers per minute.

4. 100 peers join the system approximately at the same time and peers continue

to join the system at an exponential decreasing arrival rate.

Figure 3.5 shows the arrival rate for our scenarios. Scenario 1 represents a

pessimistic case, where peers stop joining the system after the initial flash crowd.

In scenarios 2 and 3, peers continue to arrive at a constant rate for the experiment

duration of about 60 minutes. At the end of 60 minutes, the number of peers that

would have arrived after the initial 100-peer flash crowd would be 140 and 900,

respectively. In scenario 4, the peer arrival rate follows an exponential decrease

over time, as modeled in Equation (3.1). To compare scenarios 2, 3 and 4 with
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Figure 3.5: Peer arrival rate over time in four scenarios with flash crowds
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scenario 1, we consider only the bandwidth and the blocks downloaded by the 100

nodes in the initial flash crowd (peers joining during the first minute).

Figure 3.6 shows our results from our PL experiments with these scenarios.

The utilization of available peer bandwidth has similar profiles for all scenarios.

By comparing scenarios 2 and 3 with scenario 1, we observe that constant arrival

of peers that follows the flash crowd has minimal impact on the download rate

experienced by peers that arrive during the flash crowd. Furthermore, the same

observation is valid for different subsequent arrival rates as demonstrated by the

similarity between the curves for scenarios 1 and 4. Therefore, scenario 1 offers

a good abstraction that allows us to approximate the performance for practical

flash crowd scenarios.

Figure 3.7 shows the average download rate experienced by the flash crowds

peers. While the download rates in scenarios 2 and 3 are similar with scenario 1,

peers in scenario 4 experience a high download rate even after the first 100 peers

in the flash crowd leave the system. In scenarios 2 and 3 the subsequent arrivals

are not significant for the performance of the flash crowd and have a negligible
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Figure 3.6: ρ against K for four scenarios with flash crowds
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Figure 3.7: Download rate over time for four scenarios with flash crowds

impact on the performance of the peers in the initial spike. There is actually good

intuition for this. Basically, while the new peers would leach some bandwidth from

the original swarm, they are also likely to contribute some bandwidth as well.

Peers in scenario 4 benefit from the subsequent high arrival rates by obtaining

better download rates that those in scenarios 2 and 3 even after the initial flash

crowd peers leave the system. The subsequent peer arrivals help the remaining

peers by uploading file blocks to them. Hence, the end-game phase in an open

system with exponential decreasing arrivals is less pronounced than in a closed

system.

Even though the peers in scenario 4 experience better download rates than

those in scenario 1, their download rate during end-game phase is still lower than

the maximum utilization download rate. To understand the full impact of the

end-game on the performance of the flash crowd in an open system, we plot in

Figure 3.8 the utilization of available bandwidth of all peers in the flash crowd.

Since a large number of peers arrive in the system after the initial set of 100 peers,

the flash crowd continues until the number of peers variation over time stabilizes.
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End-game in Open Systems

Figure 3.8 shows the instantaneous utilization of available bandwidth during flash

crowd for peers that download the file at time t. ρ follows the three-phase profile

observed for closed systems. During start-up phase, the utilization increases to

0.95 and this value is maintained throughout the maximum utilization phase.

Finally, the end-game phase begins after 770 seconds and the utilization decreases

to about 0.6. As the system moves into steady-state, the utilization increases and

becomes constant around 0.9.

Even though the end-game phase of the flash crowd is less pronounced in

scenario 4 than in scenarios 1, 2 and 3, the performance of the peers is still

affected. Figure 3.8 also shows the average download time experienced by peers

that joined the system at time t. Peers that joined during the initial stages of the

flash crowd have a lower download time than peers that joined during the end-

game phase. As the system transits from flash crowd to steady-state, the number

of peers in the system is decreasing because more peers complete the download

than join the system. Hence, it becomes more difficult for these peers to exchange
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Figure 3.8: Download time decrease in end-game phase
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blocks with other peers, but they still reach upload utilization of about 60%.

Peer bandwidth utilization and peer download time are affected by flash crowds

in all scenarios, but peers in a closed system experience the worst-case scenario.

Hence, in the next sections we show more results from flash crowds in closed

systems.

3.2.2 Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Systems

Real p2p systems are typically heterogeneous. This section presents measurements

from heterogeneous closed systems, with several classes of peers, where the peers

within each class have the same upload bandwidth. We believe that this is a

reasonable assumption because ISPs commonly to sell a limited number of different

plans to their subscribers.

In Figures 3.9 and 3.10, we plot ρ against K for BT experiments with heteroge-

neous peers equally divided in two and three classes, each class having a different

upload capacity. In Figure 3.9, the upload bandwidths of slow peers, fast peers

and server are 64 kBps, 128 kBps and 256 kBps, respectively. In Figure 3.10, the

server capacity is 256 kBps, the upload capacities of different classes of peers are

64 kBps, 128 kBps and 192 kBps, respectively. Note that the additional vertical

dashed lines in Figures 3.9 and 3.10 correspond to the moments when the first

peers from the fastest remaining class in the system leave the system.

The key difference between homogeneous and heterogeneous systems lies in the

end-game phase. The nodes in a homogeneous swarm tend to finish their down-

loads and leave the system at approximately the same time. In a heterogeneous

swarm, the end-game portion contains steps which correspond to the departure of

the faster peers. In Figure 3.9, we see that a step occurs when around 78%of the

total number of blocks are downloaded, corresponding to the moment when the

peers from the fastest class start to leave the system.
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Figure 3.9: ρ against K for 100-node BT swarm with two classes

As shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10, the end-game phase in heterogeneous sys-

tems contains sub-phases which correspond to the departure of the faster peers.

These observations suggest that the end-game phase can be approximated with a

sequence of steps. In Figure 3.10, we observed three sub-phases, each correspond-

ing to peers from one class leaving the system. When 65% out of the total number

of blocks are downloaded in the system, the fast peers start leaving the system.

Later, when 78% of the blocks have been downloaded, the nodes with medium up-

load capacity start leaving the system, leaving only the slow peers. Finally, when

94% of the blocks are downloaded, the slowest peers start leaving the system.

For TFTTP, the experiments show a similar profile with BT. We plot in Fig-

ure 3.11 ρ variation over K(t) for an experiment with 50 nodes equally divided

between two classes, with 56 and 128 kBps upload bandwidth. The server upload

bandwidth was 256 kBps. We observe a step occurring when 59% out of the total

number of blocks were downloaded. This step corresponds to the moment when

the fastest peers finish their download and leave the system.

We can explain these steps with the observation that BT peers tend to cluster
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Figure 3.10: ρ against K for 150-node BT swarm with three classes

with peers of similar upload bandwidths as highlighted by Legout et al. [30]. In the

ideal case, when clustering is perfect, the peers in a class will finish their downloads

together and the steps would be clearly defined. However, in practice, the upload

capacities of the peers are influenced by network conditions and connectivity, hence

the steps in the end-game phase may be more difficult to identify. As the number

of classes in a system increases, the size of the steps reduces, and the overall profile
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Figure 3.11: Plot of ρ against K for 50-node TFTTP swarm with two classes
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Figure 3.12: End-game duration out of the download time vs. number of peers

of ρ starts to resemble the homogeneous system’s profile. Additional plots showing

the upload bandwidth utilization for experiments with different number of peer,

peer bandwidths, server bandwidths, number of classes, and different percentage

of peers in each class can be found in Appendix A.2.

End-game in Closed Systems

Probing further, we observed that, on average, end-game phase lasts 80% of the

average download time experienced by peers in the system. During this time,

30% of the total number of file blocks downloaded in the system are downloaded

by the remaining peers. Next, we show measurement results from experiments

with two and three classes of peers. The upload bandwidths of slow peers, fast

peers and server in the experiments with two classes are 64 kBps, 128 kBps and

256 kBps, respectively. In the experiments with three classes, the server capacity

is 256 kBps, the upload capacities of peers are 64 kBps, 128 kBps and 192 kBps,

respectively.

Figure 3.12 shows the end-game duration in percentages of the average down-
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load time versus the number of peers in the system from experiments with two

and three classes of peers. We observe that the percentage of time is independent

of the size of the swarm and it is around 80%. Figure 3.13 shows the variation

with the number of peers of the percentage of file blocks downloaded during end-

game phase. We observe that the percentage varies between 20% and 40%. In

Appendix A.2.4 we show more results when varying the number of classes and the

classes bandwidth spread. Also, we show that, during the end-game phase, 10%

of the blocks are downloaded from the server, while during maximum utilization,

less than 5% of the blocks come from the server.

3.3 Effects of Sharing

Next, we investigated the impact of imperfect clustering on the fairness of service

distribution to peer classes. Due to clustering, BT peers tend to upload blocks to

other peers within the same class and offer less service to peers outside their class.

Our analysis of the end-game phase for the systems reflected in Figures 3.9 to 3.11

confirm that BT and TFTTP peers tend to cluster with other peers of similar
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Figure 3.13: Blocks percentage downloaded at end-game vs. number of peers
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bandwidth. The clustering in BT is however imperfect because there is always a

chance that a peer might optimistically unchoke a peer from another class.

Previous work shows that at steady-state fast peers are the main contribu-

tors to system service, by uploading more data by volume than the slower peers

throughout the download process [30, 41]. However, in the context of file distribu-

tion with flash crowds, the key question is whether they also enjoy an amount of

service that commensurates with their contribution. Hence, we analyze the class

share ratio to ensure that each class receives a percentage of service that is close to

the percentage of service offered by that class. This insight allows us to conclude

that BitTorrent and TFTTP achieve good fairness when used for file distribution.

3.3.1 Clustering

In analyzing the contribution versus the service received by peers, it is important

to distinguish between total system service from peer-contributed service. Total

system service includes the server contribution, and slow peers that stay for a

longer time in the system would tend to receive more data from the server over

the total download period than faster peers. Therefore, we exclude the server con-

tribution from the system service when we analyze the fairness of the distribution

of the upload bandwidth among the various classes of peers.

In Figure 3.14, we plot the service variation (in terms of upload and download

rate) with the total number of blocks downloaded in the system, for an experiment

with 140 peers equally divided into two classes with 64 and 128 kBps upload

capacity. Since we have a closed system, the total service offered by peers is equal

to the total service received, after excluding the server’s contribution. Therefore,

we normalize the cumulative upload rate of each class with the total upload rate

of the remaining peers in the system. Similarly, the cumulative download rate of

each class is normalized with the total download rate of the peers in the system.
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We plot for a BT experiment these normalized upload and download values, called

normalized service, against the normalized total number of blocks downloaded in

the system, K(t), in Figure 3.14.

We observed that the service share received by each class is comparable with

the service share offered by that class. The total upload service in the system is

divided by the continuous line between the slow class (shaded area) and the fast

class (white area) in Figure 3.14. Similarly, the dotted line separates the download

service received by the slow and fast classes. The “ideal” line for the normalized

service is at 0.33 and increases sharply to 1 when the fast peers leave the system.

The slow peers receive slightly more service than what they contribute to the

system, while fast peers receive slightly less. This observation is consistent in all

our experiments.

In Figure 3.15, we plot the normalized service against the normalized total

number of blocks downloaded in the system, K(t), for a TFTTP experiment with

50 nodes, equally divided between two classes. Similarly to BT, the “ideal” line

separates the normalized service for the slow class to than for the fast class. This
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Figure 3.14: Measured service enjoyed by slow peers for a 2-class BT swarm
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line is at 0.3 when all peers are in the system and increases sharply to 1 when the

fast peers leave the system. We observe that the slow class downloads more than

it uploads until 40% out of the total number of blocks were downloaded. After

that, the slow class uploads slightly more that it downloads. This is the expected

behaviour, since TFTTP imposes a strict block-for-block trading scheme. As they

join the system, the slow peers contact many peers and make many trades based

on promises, but they need more time than the fast peers to fulfill these trades.

Hence, in the beginning of the download process, the slow peers download more

than they upload.

3.3.2 Class Share Ratio

The ideal line represents perfect fairness, i.e. where the slow and fast peers con-

tribute and receive service that is exactly equal to their upload capacity. The

ideal service line is computed using the cumulative upload capacities of peers in

one class over the total capacity of the system (excluding the server). In BT,

we observe that the measured upload (contribution) matches the ideal line, but
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Figure 3.15: Measured service enjoyed by slow peers for a 2-class TFTTP swarm
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in terms of measured download (service), the slower peers consume slightly more

than their fair share. In TFTTP, per total, the contribution of the slow peers is

equal to the service received by these peers, due to the block-for-block exchanging

scheme.

This section discusses the fairness among classes in BT. The fairness in service

distribution is strictly related to the share ratio of each class [3, 18]. By share

ratio, we refer to the fraction of offered service (upload) to the received service

(download). If all peers received service that is equal to their contributions to the

system, the share ratio would be one. In this work, we are interested not only in

the share ratio for individual peers, but the share ratio for a class of peers.

Definition 2. Class share ratio for a class of peers is defined as the ratio of

the cumulative data uploaded by all the peers in that class to the cumulative data

downloaded by these peers, excluding contributions from the server.

In Figure 3.16, we plot the class share ratio for the slow peers in a swarm

with 100 peers with two classes of peers and a server capacity of 256 kBps as the

proportion of slow peers (64 kBps) against fast peers (128 kBps) varies. Ideally,

the share ratio should be one to ensure fairness between classes. Our results show

that the slow peers achieve a share ratio smaller than one, though the share ratio

increases when the proportion of slow peers increases. When the fraction of slow

peers is small, the slow peers do get somewhat more service than their correspond-

ing contributions to the system. Intuitively this leads to shorter download times

for them when the proportion of slow peers in the swarm is smaller. On the other

hand, fast peers can expect longer download times.
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Figure 3.16: Measured class share ratio vs. the proportion of slow peers

3.4 Summary

Contrary to previous assumption that the effectiveness of sharing is maximized in

peer-assisted systems at steady-state, we observe from our measurement on PL

that the utilization of available peer bandwidth, ρ, in systems with flash crowds

is not constant throughout a download process and has three phases: start-up,

maximum utilization and end-game. This observation is consistent for open and

closed systems with homogeneous and heterogeneous bandwidth peers, and for dif-

ferent p2p protocols. In all scenarios, the end-game phase for ρ for the flash crowd

peers is characterized by a steep decrease. However, peers in open systems with

exponential decreasing arrival rates benefit from the capacity of new peers joining

the system after the initial flash and the download rate decreases at a lower rate

compared to peers in closed systems. In systems with heterogeneous bandwidth

peers, the last end-game phase has a step-like profile, with each step occurring

with the departure of the peers in the class with the highest bandwidth. Further-

more, we observed that, in heterogeneous systems with several classes of peers,
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each class receives a percentage of service that is commensurate with its contribu-

tion to system’s service. After computing the class share ratio, we conclude that

BT and TFTTP offer good fairness in file distribution systems.
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Proposed Analytical Models

In this section, we describe our approach in modeling the impact of the utiliza-

tion of available peer bandwidth (ρ) during a flash crowd for p2p file distribution

systems [7, 8]. For clarity, we first focus on modeling closed systems with homo-

geneous bandwidth peers. In Section 4.3.2, we change the model to estimate the

download time of different classes of peers in heterogeneous swarms. In Chapter 5,

we extend our closed system model to open systems. The utilization of available

peer bandwidth and the observations from Chapter 3 are key factors used by our

model. Our model assumes that the three phases start-up, maximum utilization

and end-game of a file download can be approximated with a trapezoidal shape

curve as shown in Figure 4.1.

If the upload capacities of all peers can be fully utilized, i.e. ρ = 1 at all

times, we can achieve optimal performance. In practice, this does not happen,

as described in Section 3.2. By modeling ρ and implicitly the parameters that

characterize these phases, α, β, ρmax and ρmin, we can estimate the system average

download time and the download rate variation over time. By considering the

general configuration parameters of the system and the protocol specifications,

we estimate the average download time and download rate variation over time as
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Figure 4.1: Model of ρ for homogeneous swarm

experienced by peers. Our model is easily solved analytically for a closed form

solution, independent of the modeled p2p protocol.

4.1 Assumptions and Parameters

This section presents the assumptions we made in our model and describes the

parameters used in the closed model. In this chapter, we model a flash crowd as a

closed system consisting of a large number of peers, N , that arrive approximately

at the same time. All peers attempt to download the same file, which is divided

into M blocks of size B. The file is first made available by a peer, called a seed or a

server, with an upload bandwidth Us. Peers that download the file have maximum

upload bandwidth ui, for i = 1, · · · , N . For BT, peers can either leave as soon as

they download the file (BT) or stay in the system and act as a seed (BTSeed).

The notations used in this chapter are summarized in Table 4.1.

4.2 Model Overview

In this section, we describe a general modeling approach for predicting download

rate variation over time and download times. It has been shown that the access
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Notation Description

Common

N number of peers in a closed system
M number of blocks in the file
B size of a block
S number of blocks in a BT piece
Q number of simultaneous unchokes allowed in BT
Us maximum upload bandwidth of the server
u maximum upload bandwidth of each peer
U maximum upload bandwidth of all peers in the system
ρ utilization of available peer bandwidth

ρ(t) ρ at time t

α fraction of blocks downloaded when maximum ρ is reached
K(t) total number of blocks downloaded in the system by time t

Homogeneous
model

ρmax maximum ρ

ρmin minimum ρ

β fraction of blocks downloaded when ρ starts to decrease
rd(t) download rate at time t

Td average download time

Heterogeneous
model

R number of classes in a heterogeneous system
pi fraction of peers in class i

ui maximum upload bandwidth of peers in class i

ρi ρ during step i

∆ti time for class i to download piMN blocks
∆κi data downloaded by other classes except i in ∆ti

Tdi
average download time of peer in class i

Table 4.1: Closed model notations

patterns of popular and newly available content typically experience what is called

a flash crowd [27, 52]. For a closed system, the utilization of available bandwidth

varies throughout the download process during flash crowd. Therefore, the uti-

lization of available peer bandwidth was normalized to 1, by dividing the total

effective upload bandwidth of the peers to the total maximum upload capacity

of the N peers that join the system. To capture both the time and download

evolution, we modeled ρ as a function of the total number of downloaded blocks.

This value was upper bounded by MN , the number peers joining the flash crowd

multiplied with the number of file blocks. However, in an open system, the total

number of peers in the system, N , is unbounded and varies over time.
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4.3 Model for Closed Systems

In Figure 4.2, we present our new approach for predicting flash crowd performance

of p2p file distribution systems. Our modeling approach consists of two compo-

nents: general and incentives models. In addition to the average download time

estimate usually modeled by the previous work, our general model estimates the

variation over time of the download rate experienced by peers. The key insight of

our general approach is that we model the evolution of a file distribution system in

terms of the utilization of available peer bandwidth, ρ. This approach is generally

applied to different p2p protocol, by modeling their incentive scheme.

Protocol NetworkPeer File
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Protocol
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Figure 4.2: Proposed general modeling approach

4.3.1 Homogeneous Model

To determine the download rate and time, we first estimate K(t), the total number

of blocks downloaded in the system by time t. We model the evolution of K over
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discrete time intervals, ∆t, where ∆t is arbitrary small. K(t) depends on the

utilization of available peer bandwidth at time t, denoted by ρ(t). The total

number of downloaded blocks increases due to server and peers’ contribution. We

assume that the server’s upload capacity is fully utilized, while peers might not

use their maximum upload capacity all the time. Hence only a fraction ρ(t) of

the upload capacity is used at t. The evolution of the total number of blocks over

time is estimated as follows:

K(t + ∆t) = K(t) +
Us

B
∆t +

ρ(t)
∑N

i=1 ui

B
∆t (4.1)

where
N

∑

i=1

ui is the total upload capacity of the peers in the system. For the rest

of the paper, we denote
N

∑

i=1

ui with U .

Utilization of Available Bandwidth Model

The evolution of ρ for a homogeneous system is modeled using three distinct

phases as shown in Figure 4.1: start-up, maximum utilization and end-game.

During start-up, the peers join the system and the server is the only one offering

file blocks. It takes some time before the peers accumulate enough blocks to

start exchanging them. As the peers download their first blocks from the server,

the utilization increases, reaching the full capacity of the system. When the peers

download a fraction α of the total number of blocks needed by all peers to complete

the download, the utilization reaches a maximum value ρmax (ρmax is approximated

as the average value of ρ during the maximum utilization phase). The moment

when the first peer completely downloads the file marks the start of the end-game

phase. At this point, a total of βMN blocks would be downloaded in total by the

nodes in the system and the utilization decreases to a value ρmin at the end of the
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download. ρmin is 0 when there is no altruistic sharing, and it is greater than 0

otherwise.

Each phase of ρ(K) is modeled using a linear function. As shown in Figure 4.1,

ρ(K) is fully described by the four parameters: α, β, ρmax and ρmin. Because K

is a function of time, we can express ρ as a function of time as follows:

ρ(t) =















































ρmax

K(t)

αMN
, K(t) ≤ αMN

ρmax, αMN < K(t) ≤ βMN

(ρmax − βρmin) −
K(t)
MN

(ρmax − ρmin)

1 − β
, βMN < K(t) ≤ MN

(4.2)

Substituting ρ(t) in Equation (4.1) and solving this using differential equations,

we obtain a closed form solution for K(t).

Start-up Phase: K(t) ≤ αMN . Using Equations (4.1) and (4.2), we obtain:

K(t + ∆t) = K(t) +
Us

B
∆t + ρmax

U

B

K(t)

αMN
∆t (4.3)

dK(t)

dt
=

Us

B
+ ρmax

U

B

K(t)

αMN
(4.4)

Solving the first-order differential equation, and using the condition K(0) = 0, we

obtain:

K(t) =
Us

U

αMN

ρmax

(e
U
B

ρmax
αMN

t
− 1) (4.5)
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Maximum Utilization Phase: αMN < K(t) ≤ βMN . Using Equations (4.1)

and (4.2), we obtain:

K(t + ∆t) = K(t) +
Us

B
∆t + ρmax

U

B
∆t (4.6)

dK(t)

dt
=

Us

B
+ ρmax

U

B
(4.7)

Solving the differential equation, we obtain:

K(t) = αMN +
Us + ρmaxU

B
(t − tα) (4.8)

End-game Phase: βMN < K(t) ≤ MN . Using Equations (4.1) and (4.2), we

obtain:

K(t+∆t) = K(t) +
Us

B
∆t +

U

B

(ρmax − βρmin) −
K(t)
MN

(ρmax − ρmin)

1 − β
(4.9)

dK(t)

dt
+ (ρmax − ρmin)

U

B

K(t)

(1 − β)MN
=

Us

B
+

U

B

(ρmax − ρminβ)

1 − β
(4.10)

Solving the first-order differential equation, we obtain:

K(t) = βMNe−
U
B

ρmax−ρmin
(1−β)MN

(t−tβ) + (
Us(1 − β)

U(ρmax − ρmin)
+

ρmax − βρmin

ρmax − ρmin

)

×MN(1 − e−
U
B

ρmax−ρmin
(1−β)MN

(t−tβ )) (4.11)

The closed form K(t) follows (complete derivation shown in Appendix B.1):
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K(t) =



























































Us

U

αMN

ρmax

(e
U
B

ρmax
αMN

t
− 1), t ≤ tα

αMN +
Us + ρmaxU

B
(t − tα), tα < t ≤ tβ

βMNe
−

U
B

ρmax−ρmin
(1−β)MN

(t−tβ )
+ (

Us(1 − β)

U(ρmax − ρmin)

+
ρmax − βρmin

ρmax − ρmin

) × MN(1 − e
−

U
B

ρmax−ρmin
(1−β)MN

(t−tβ )
), tβ < t

(4.12)

where tα and tβ are the time instants when K(tα) = αMN and K(tβ) = βMN .

Therefore,

tα =
B

U

αMN

ρmax

ln(
U

Us

ρmax + 1) (4.13)

tβ = (β − α)
BMN

Us + ρmaxU
+ tα (4.14)

Download Time Estimate

The download rate over time, rd(t), as seen by one peer in a homogeneous system,

can be expressed in terms of K:

rd(t) =
K(t + ∆t) − K(t)

∆t

B

N
(4.15)

Next, using Equations (4.12) and (4.15), we derive the download rate over

time:

rd(t) =







































Us

N
e

U
B

ρmax
αMN

t, t ≤ tα

Us + ρmaxU

N
, tα < t ≤ tβ

Us + ρmaxU

N
e−

U
B

ρmax−ρmin
(1−β)MN

(t−tβ ), tβ < t

(4.16)

We obtain the average download rate, Rd, by integrating rd(t) over time and

further estimate the average download time, Td:
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Rd =
1

Td

Td
∫

0

rd(t) dt (4.17)

Rd × Td = MB (4.18)

Equations (4.17) and (4.18) yield:

Td
∫

0

1

N

dK(t)

dt
dt = M (4.19)

From Equation (4.12) and (4.19), we derive the average download time, Td.

Td = tβ −
B

U

(1 − β)MN

ρmax − ρmin

ln
Us + ρminU

Us + ρmaxU
(4.20)

We note that our model is independent of the chosen p2p protocol. However,

when we model the parameters for ρ, we need to consider the protocol character-

istics. In the next section, we describe how we model the parameters that define

the utilization of available bandwidth: α, β, ρmax, ρmin.

Incentive Scheme Model

Estimating the maximum utilization value, ρmax, can be a difficult task. The

actual value of ρmax is highly dependent on the network conditions, connectivity

among peers and locality, among others. On the other hand, even under ideal net-

work conditions, the optimal value of one is difficult to achieve because of intrinsic

inefficiencies in the design and implementation of p2p protocols in practice. We

show in Section 4.3.3 how we estimate this parameter.

The utilization of available peer bandwidth, ρ, is modeled as a linear function

that starts from zero and increases to ρmax after αMN blocks have been down-

loaded. We assume that α represents the point when all N peers have file blocks

to upload to other peers and thus the main factors that influence α are server
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bandwidth and the number of clients. A higher server bandwidth and a smaller

number of peers reduce the time until ρmax is reached. The end of the maximum

utilization phase and the beginning of the end-game phase is marked by β. If peers

leave the system after the download, the utilization decreases when the first peer

leaves the system. Because the total system capacity is the sum of the capacity

of the peers, as peers complete the download and leave the system, the available

peer bandwidth falls and so ρ would gradually decrease to zero.

BT In BT, peers start to upload data blocks to other peers only after they

have received at least one piece, consisting of S blocks. Maximum utilization is

achieved after all the peers have each downloaded at least one piece. While the

server is uploading pieces, the peers that have received their first piece also start

to upload to Q other peers. The peers that were the first to receive blocks from the

server will upload QS blocks to other peers, until maximum utilization is reached.

On the other hand, the peers that were the last to receive their first piece (from

server or from other peers), will not have time to upload any blocks to other

peers until maximum utilization is reached. Thus, we assume that on average,

the total number of blocks downloaded in the system by the time when maximum

utilization is reached would be
NQS

2
. This provides us with an estimate of α:

NQS

2
= αMN ⇒ αBT =

QS

2M
(4.21)

Our model suggests that α for BT is independent of the server bandwidth and

the number of nodes. This is because BT has an optimistic unchoking scheme

(one optimistic unchoke out of total number of unchokes, Q) that allows peers to

download blocks from one another, and not only from the server, even though they

do not have blocks to upload in exchange. Therefore, the server contribution is
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insignificant in comparison to the peers’ contribution. To model β, we estimate the

point when the first peer leaves the system after completing the download. While

all the peers in a homogeneous system are expected to have the same upload and

download capacities, there are expected to be differences in the latency among

peers in real environments. Since throughput is a function of latency, this results

in slightly different upload rates in practice and BT peers will tend to cluster in

groups based on their upload rate [30]. In particular, peers unchoke other peers

that offer the best upload speed, therefore the peers with high upload bandwidth

are unchoked by more peers.

The fastest peer downloads from other peers at a rate that is at least equal to

its actual upload rate. Because this peer is slightly faster in uploading to other

peers, it will get slightly greater download bandwidth than the average value expe-

rienced in the system (ρmaxui). We define f as the fraction of additional download

bandwidth received by the fastest peer compared to the average download band-

width of the peers. In other words, the average service capacity received by the

fast peers is (1 + f) × ρmaxui. We use Equation (4.14) to estimate β:

βBT = α + (Us + ρmaxU)
M − SQ

M(Us + (1 + f)ρmaxU)
(4.22)

The utilization drops to zero when the peers complete the download and exit the

system. Hence,

ρmin,BT = 0 (4.23)

BTSeed For BTSeed, peers stay in the system and altruistically share blocks

after they completed the download. However, the remaining peers cannot fully

utilize the upload bandwidth of the new seeds and the bottleneck in reaching

maximum utilization is not the upload bandwidth, but the download capacity of
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the remaining peers. Assuming that the last peer that has not completed the

download has a download rate of D and downloads from the server,

ρmin,BT Seed =
D − Us

U
(4.24)

TFTTP TFTTP has a different incentive scheme that allows only block-for-

block trades. The time taken to reach the maximum utilization is therefore the

time taken by the server to upload at least one block to each peer (ignoring the

trades among peers).

Us

N
tα = B (4.25)

Combining this observation with Equation (4.13) yields:

αT F T T P =
ρmaxU

UsM ln( U
Us

ρmax + 1)
(4.26)

For TFTTP, the peers download their first blocks from the server and hence α

increases as the number of nodes increases or when the server bandwidth decreases.

In TFTTP, peers download from other peers at a rate that is less than or equal

to their upload capacity. Simultaneously, they also download blocks from the

server, which equally divides its bandwidth (Us) among all the peers. We assume

that peers have an uploading capacity of U/N , and by applying Equation (4.14),

we obtain an expression for β as follows:

βT F T T P = α +
(M − 1)

M

Us + ρmaxU

Us + U
(4.27)

For TFTTP, the utilization drops to zero when the peers complete the down-
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load and exit the system. Hence,

ρmin,T F T T P = 0 (4.28)

4.3.2 Heterogeneous Model

Real p2p systems are typically heterogeneous. In this section, we extend our

model to estimate the performance of heterogeneous systems, with several classes

of peers, where the peers within each class have the same upload bandwidth. We

believe that this is a reasonable assumption because ISPs commonly to sell a

limited number of different plans to their subscribers.

As discussed in Section 3.2.2, the major difference between homogeneous and

heterogeneous systems is in the end-game phase. In a system consisting of different

classes of peers, the end-game phase is characterized by steps. The number of steps

matches the number of different classes of peers and when they occur depends on

the relative bandwidths of the peers. The value of ρ for each step depends on the

upload bandwidth of the peers remaining in the system. While we noticed in our

experiments that the steps in the end-game phase are not clearly delimited, likely

because of asymmetries caused by the choke/unchoke policy and differing network

conditions among peers in the swarm, we show in Section 4.3.3 that we are able

to use steps to approximate the system performance to good effect. The notation

used in the heterogeneous model are presented in Table 4.1.

Utilization of Available Bandwidth Model

The model of utilization of available peer bandwidth for a heterogeneous system

is shown in Figure 4.3. The key difference between Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.1

is that we model the end-game phase as a series of steps. Based on ρ, we can

estimate the download time for each class of peers if we can accurately estimate
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the times taken by each step. To do so, we also consider the clustering phenomenon

observed for BT nodes. In our model, we assume that the fastest peers unchoke

only peers from the same class for the deterministic unchokes and that peers are

picked at random for the optimistic unchokes and uniformly divided among the

various classes of peers. Peers that download the file are divided into classes, with

each class having piN peers with ui upload bandwidth. There are R classes with

decreasing upload bandwidth (numbered from 0 to r). Class 0 is the fastest class

of peers. The total upload capacity of the peers, U , is
r

∑

i=0

piuiN . As shown in

Figure 4.3, there are three distinct phases in our model: the start-up phase from

0 to α, the maximum utilization phase from α to β0 and the end-game phase from

β0 to 1. As observed from measurement, the end of a step corresponds to the

fastest class finishing the download during the end-game phase. The parameters

α, βi and ρi, for i = 0, · · · , r, define the ρ curve.

Where ρi is the value of ρ after all the peers in class i have left the system, we

Startup Maximum utilization End−game

Normalized K

optimal

model
actual

ρ

ρ0

ρ1

ρ2

...
ρr

α β0 βr−1

1

1

Figure 4.3: Model of ρ for heterogeneous swarm
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can model ρ(t) as follows:

ρ(t) =



























































ρ0
K(t)

αMN
, K(t) ≤ αMN

ρ0, αMN < K(t) ≤ K(T0)

ρi, K(Tdi−1
) < K(t) ≤ K(Tdi

),

i = 1, · · · , r

(4.29)

We note that ρi decreases proportionally according to the upload bandwidth of

the peers that have left the system as follows:

ρi =































ρ0, i = 0

ρ0(1 −

i−1
∑

j=0

pjuj

U
), i = 1, · · · , r

(4.30)

Download Time Estimate

Using ρ(t) in Equation (4.1) and solving using differential equations, we obtain:

K(t) =







































Us

U

αMN

ρ0
(e

U
B

ρ0
αMN

t
− 1), t ≤ tα

αMN +
Us + ρ0U

B
(t − tα), tα < t ≤ T0

Us + ρiU

B
t + εi, Tdi−1

< t ≤ Tdi
, i = 1, · · · , r

(4.31)

where εi are the constants of integration. As K(t) is a continuous function, the

values for εi are derived as follows:

εi =























αMN −
Us + ρ0U

B
tα, i = 0

i
∑

j=1

(ρj−1 − ρj)U

B
Tdj−1

+ ε0, i = 1, · · · , r
(4.32)
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Using the K(t) equation, we can derive tα and Tdi
, for i from 0 to r:

tα =
B

U

αMN

ρ0

ln(
U

Us

ρ0 + 1)

Tdi
= (K(Tdi

) − εi)
B

Us + ρiU
, i = 0, · · · , r (4.33)

Peers from class i finish the download and leave the system at Tdi
, estimated using

Equation (4.33).

Similar to the homogeneous case, each phase of ρ is modeled differently for

each p2p protocol. The start-up phase and maximum utilization phase of the

heterogeneous model are similar with those of the homogeneous model. In Equa-

tion (4.33), α can be modeled as shown in Equations (4.21) and (4.26) for BT and

TFTTP, respectively. As for ρ0, we use a similar estimation with that presented

in Section 4.3.1 for ρmax. The model for the end-game phase for the heterogeneous

mode is presented next.

End-game Phase Model

We model the number of blocks downloaded in the system by time Tdi
, where i

is the class of the fastest peers remaining in the system. Due to clustering, we

assume that the fastest class unchokes only peers from the same class (except

the optimistic unchokes). Moreover, the fastest class takes up a fair share of the

optimistic unchokes:
pi

∑r
j=i pj

out of the total
r

∑

j=i

uj

Q
pjN optimistic unchokes in

the system. On the server side, we assume that it offers equal upload bandwidth

to all peers in the system. This is consistent with our measurements. The time
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taken for the fastest class of peers to download piMN blocks is:

∆ti =
piMNB

r
∑

j=i

uj

Q
pjN

pi
r

∑

j=i

pj

+ Q−1
Q

piuiN + Us
pi

r
∑

j=i

pj

(4.34)

During this time, peers in the other classes are downloading blocks. We estimate

the number of blocks downloaded by the whole swarm by time Tdi
. The data

downloaded by peers in other classes in ∆ti, denoted by ∆κi:

∆κi = ∆ti × (
r

∑

j=i

uj

Q
pjN

r
∑

j=i+1

pj

r
∑

j=i

pj

+
Q − 1

Q

r
∑

j=i+1

pjujN + Us

r
∑

j=i+1

pj

r
∑

j=i

pj

) (4.35)

Finally, we can compute K(Tdi
), the total number of blocks downloaded in the

system by time Tdi
.

K(Tdi
) =































i
∑

j=0

pjMN +
∆κi

B
, i = 0, · · · , r − 1

MN, i = r

(4.36)

4.3.3 Validation

In this section, we present our model validation with measurements results from

PL. We first validate the download rate estimation obtained using our homoge-

neous and heterogeneous models. Secondly, we compare the average download

time estimation given by our homogeneous and heterogeneous models with the

average download time obtained through measurements of homogeneous and het-

erogeneous systems, respectively. Next, we show that our model is scalable by

validating our estimates for download time with simulation results. Lastly, we
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compute the model sensitivity to parameter variation. We show extended results

for BT, since this is more popular than TFTTP.

Measurement Setup

We validate our model against measurements conducted on PL [11] with BT and

TFTTP. We used a similar experimental setup with that presented in Chapter 3.

To validate the homogeneous model, we ran 140 experiments for BT and BTSeed

with the number of peers varying between 20 and 110 nodes and 50 experiments

for TFTTP with the number of peers varying between 20 and 60 nodes. We set

an upload bandwidth for the peers of 128 kBps and the server bandwidth varied

between 128 kBps and 256 kBps. To validate the heterogeneous model, we also

ran 120 experiments with BT, 40 with BTSeed and 20 with TFTTP, with various

percentages of peers in each class. The BT experiments had more than 90 nodes

each, divided among two classes (64 and 128 kBps), three classes (64, 128, and

192 kBps), and five classes (16, 32, 64, 128, and 192 kBps). The server bandwidth

was fixed at 256 kBps. The BTSeed experiments had more than 50 nodes each,

divided among two classes (56 and 128 kBps). The TFTTP experiments had more

than 30 nodes each, divided among two classes (56 and 128 kBps) and three classes

(64, 128, and 192 kBps).

To model a flash crowd, peers in a swarm are simultaneously started on all the

PL machines. The actions performed by the peer are recorded in a log file with

the time of the transaction and the details of the file blocks downloaded. The

events are processed in discrete time intervals of five seconds, as this interval is

sufficiently large to allow us to observe variations in the system, and is yet small

enough to obtain a good estimate of the instantaneous download rates.

Our model for βBT requires the fraction f of additional download bandwidth

received by the fastest peer. Based on the cumulative distribution of the finishing
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time of the peers, we consistently observed that the faster peers have download

speeds that are 10% faster than that for the average peer. Therefore we set f = 0.1

in our model. This value is similar to that obtained by Meulpolder et al. [41].

From measurement observation, ρmax is protocol-dependent. However, for a

specific protocol, it is approximately constant for different swarm sizes. Analysis

of BT utilization profile shows that 75% of the values of ρmax fall between 0.89

and 0.95. Hence, we use a value of 0.93 for all our experiments. To validate

the download times estimated by our homogeneous and heterogeneous models, we

compare the measured values with the values predicted using Equations (4.20)

and (4.33), respectively.

Download Rate for Homogeneous Model

To validate the download rate, we measured and plotted for each experiment

the total number of blocks downloaded in the system over time and the average

download rate, and compared the measured values to the values obtained from our

model. We found that the model accurately predicts the fluctuations in download

rate in all our experiments.

In Figure 4.4, we plot an example of the evolution of the total number of blocks

downloaded in the system (“normalized K”) for one instance of a BT experiment

with 100 peers. The measured data closely matches the performance predicted

by Equation (4.12). The vertical dotted lines in the figure correspond to tα and

tβ obtained from measurement, while the dashed lines correspond to tα and tβ

obtained from our model. We observe that the estimates are close to the measured

values.

In Figure 4.5, we plot the prediction of the variation of the average download

rate over time by the model to actual instantaneous measurements for the same

experiment. We observe that the measured values are close to that predicted by
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Figure 4.4: Validation of K for 100-node BT homogeneous swarm

our model. Therefore, our model can be used to predict the impact of ρ on the

variation in the download rates for BT over time. The value of ρmax used in the

model was 0.93. While we have shown the results for only one experiment in

Figures 4.4 and 4.5. Figures that show the comparison between the estimated and

the measured download rate in other experiments with homogeneous systems can

be found in Appendix C.1.1.

For each experiment, we analyze the mean error between the estimated and

the measured download rate variation over time. In particular, we computed for

each experiment the error between the measured values and the estimates shown

in Figure 4.5. On average, the estimated download rate variation over time is 7.3%

away compared to the measured values. Throughout all our experiments, 80% of

estimates for download rate are less than 10% away from the measured values.

Download Rate for Heterogeneous Model

To validate the download rate, we measured and plotted for each experiment

the total number of blocks downloaded in the system over time and the average
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Figure 4.5: Validation of rd(t) for 100-node BT homogeneous swarm

download rate, and compared the measured values to the values obtained from our

model. We found that the model accurately predicts the fluctuations in download

rate in all our experiments.

In Figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8, we plot an example of the evolution of the total

number of blocks downloaded in the system (“normalized K”) for instance of BT

experiment with two, three and five classes of peers, respectively. The measured

data closely matches the performance predicted by Equation (4.31). The vertical

dashed lines in the figure correspond to tα and Tdi
(download time for each class

of peers) obtained from measurement. We observe that the estimates are close to

the measured values.

Figure 4.6 shows an experiment with 100 peers. The server bandwidth was

256 kBps and the peers were equally divided in two classes with upload band-

width of 64 and 128 kBps. This is the same experiment we previously shown

in Figure 3.9. Figure 4.7 shows an experiment with 150 peers. The server band-

width was 256 kBps and the peers were equally divided in three classes with upload

bandwidth of 64, 128, and 192 kBps. This is the same experiment we previously
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shown in Figure 3.10. Figure 4.8 shows an experiment with 150 peers. The server

bandwidth was 256 kBps and the peers were equally divided in five classes with

upload bandwidth of 16, 32, 64, 128, and 192 kBps.

In Figures 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11, we plot the prediction of the variation of the

average download rate over time by the model to actual instantaneous measure-

ments for the experiments shown previously. We observe that the measured values

are close to that predicted by our model. Therefore, our model can be used to

predict the impact of ρ on the variation in the download rates for BT over time.

The value of ρmax used in the model was 0.93. Figures that show the comparison

between the estimated and the measured download rate in other experiments with

heterogeneous systems can be found in Appendix C.1.2.

For each experiment, we analyze the mean error between the estimated and

the measured download rate variation over time. In particular, we computed for

each experiment the error between the measured values and the estimates shown

in Figures 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11. On average, the estimated download rate variation

over time is 23% away compared to the measured values. Throughout all our
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Figure 4.6: Validation of K for a 2-class BT heterogeneous swarm
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Figure 4.7: Validation of K for a 3-class BT heterogeneous swarm
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Figure 4.8: Validation of K for 5-class BT heterogeneous swarm

experiments, 64% of estimates for download rate are less than 10% away from the

measured values.
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Download Time for Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Models

For homogeneous systems, we ran 120 experiments with BT, 40 experiments with

BTSeed and 50 experiments with TFTTP. The average errors are 9.2% for TFTTP,

6.7% for BT and 12.2% BTSeed. When analyzing the errors for BT, we found
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Figure 4.9: Validation of rd(t) for a 2-class BT swarm
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Figure 4.10: Validation of rd(t) for a 3-class BT swarm
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Figure 4.11: Validation of rd(t) for a 5-class BT swarm

a large variation for the errors computed for each pair of measured-analytical

average download times in each experiment. However, the errors are all less than

25% and we observed a decreasing trend for the experiments with a large number

of peers. We conclude that our model estimates the average download time of

homogeneous systems with good accuracy.

We show impact of the swarm size on the relative error for the pair measured-

analytical average download time in each experiment. We plot in Figure 4.12

the relative errors for each experiment versus the number of peers in the swarm.

We observe that the errors are less than 20% averaging at 6.7%, with a standard

deviation of 4.5%. Furthermore, the errors have a larger spread for the experiments

with less than 80 peers, because the download time of smaller swarms is easily

influenced by one or a few peers with problems, such as a lower connectivity to

the rest of the system.

The heterogeneous model gives an estimate for the average download time ex-

pected for each class of peers in the system. We validated the values predicted

by Equation (4.33) against the average download time of each class in our BT
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experiments on PL. Table 4.2 shows the relative errors. As expected, we found

that errors in our heterogeneous model estimates tend to increase when there are

more classes of peers. Applying the model proposed by Yang and Veciana [68]

and comparing with our measurements yield errors of more than 50%. Further-

more, using models for steady-state [53] and comparing with our measurements

lead to errors of over 20%. We ran experiments with multiple values of the peer

upload bandwidth for the homogeneous model validation. These experiments were

included when computing the aggregate errors, but are not shown in the table.

No. of Error (%) for each class (kBps)
classes 16 32 64 128 192

1 - - - 10.9 -
2 - - 9.6 11.9 -
3 - - 15.8 5.6 18.1
5 26.4 33.6 12.1 26.4 30.5

Table 4.2: Errors in estimating the download time using the closed model

The errors in our estimates are likely due to practical network conditions in

our experiments, which are not captured by the assumptions in our model. For
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example, peers might experience delays that are not captured by our model. Also,

some of the assumptions like the “step-like” nature of the end-game phase are

likely less accurate when there are more classes of peers with small difference in

bandwidth among classes, which results in less precise clustering.

Scalability

For large flash crowds, we validated our model using the PeerSim simulator [46].

PeerSim was designed for extreme scalability and contains two simulation en-

gines, a simplified (cycle-based) one and and event driven one [43]. The engines

are supported by simple and extensible components with a flexible configuration

mechanism. The cycle-based engine, to allow for scalability, uses some simplifying

assumptions, such as ignoring the details of the transport layer in the communica-

tion protocol stack. The event-based engine is less efficient but more realistic and

it supports transport layer simulation as well. The BitTorrent module in Peersim

is implemented as an event driven protocol. The events defined are the messages

exchanged in the BT protocol.

We simulated flash crowds of up to 5,000 peers, which are larger than reported

by previous measurement studies [69]. Figure 4.13 shows the download time es-

timated using our model and measured in simulation of homogeneous bandwidth

systems. The model closely follows the trend obtained in simulation. On average,

the model is 6.1% away from the simulation results.

Figure 4.14 shows the download time estimated using our model and measured

in simulation of heterogeneous bandwidth systems. We simulated systems with

upload server bandwidth of 256 kBps and peers equally divided in two classes with

upload bandwidth of 64 and 128 kBps, respectively. The modeled download time

closely follows the trend obtained in simulation. On average, the model is 10% and

8.6% away from the simulation results for the slow and fast classes, respectively.
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Figure 4.13: Validation using simulation for large homogeneous swarms

For more than two classes of peers, simulation results differ by a maximum of 32%

because of the loose simulation modeling of peer interactions.
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Figure 4.14: Validation using simulation for large heterogeneous swarms
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Model Sensitivity to Parameter Variation

In this section, we investigate the sensitivity of our model to errors in the param-

eters. To do so, we quantify the impact of changes in the parameters, α, β, ρmax,

and ρmin, on the estimates of the download time of the homogeneous model. We

repeat the same analysis for the impact of α and ρ0 on the download time esti-

mates, Tdi
, of the heterogeneous model. We do this by differentiating the download

time, Td, with respect to the various parameters in Equation (4.20), i.e.
dTd

dα
,

dTd

dβ
,

and
dTd

dρmax

. We then compute dTd for a given variation of the parameters values

that is chosen within the range of reasonable parameter values.

Table 4.3 shows our results for BT and BTSeed. Firstly, we observe that the

download time is the most sensitive to β and ρmax, while α has little impact

on the final result. In BT, an absolute difference of 0.10 in estimating β and

ρmax results in an expected download time variation of 21% and 9%, respectively.

This suggests that β can have a large impact on the final estimate of the model.

However, because the measured values for β lie between 0.71 and 0.93 (or a range

of 0.22), the error in the download time estimates arising from an error in β is

likely to be within 20%. Similarly, the error in the download time estimate arising

from an error in ρmax is likely to be no more than 10%. On the other hand, an

absolute variation of 0.01 for α impacts only the start-up phase of the download,

Parameter
Absolute Average Download Time Variation (%)

Variation
dTd

Td

dx BT BTSeed

0.01 < α < 0.03 0.01 2.1 2.4
0.71 < β < 0.93 0.10 21.4 24.9

0.89 < ρmax < 0.95 0.10 8.9 9.5
0.01 < ρmin < 0.12 0.02 - 1.5

Table 4.3: Sensitivity analysis of homogeneous model
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and thus has a negligible effect on the estimated download time.

Table 4.4 shows our sensitivity analysis for heterogeneous model. Similar to

the homogeneous model, we observe that the download time is the most sensitive

to ρ0, while α has little impact on the final result. In BT, an absolute difference of

0.10 in estimating ρ0 results in an expected download time variation of 15.3% for

the slow class and 19.6% for the fast class. This suggests that ρ0 can have a large

impact on the final estimate of the model. However, because the measured values

for ρ0 lie between 0.75 and 0.98 (or a range of 0.23), the error in the download

time estimates arising from an error in ρ0 is likely to be within 18%.

Parameter
Absolute Average Download Time Variation (%)
Variation dTdslow

Tdslow

dTdfast

Tdfast
dx . .

0.01 < α < 0.03 0.01 2.1 2.4
0.75 < ρ0 < 0.98 0.10 15.3 19.6

Table 4.4: Sensitivity analysis of heterogeneous model

4.4 Summary

We proposed and validated our modeling approach for peer-assisted file distribu-

tion with flash crowds. Based on the observations from measurement, we modeled

the variation over the download process of the utilization of available peers band-

width, ρ, for different p2p incentive schemes. The model estimates the download

rate variation over time and the average download time expected by peers in homo-

geneous and heterogeneous systems. Our validation showed that we can estimate

the average download time with less than 10% error for systems up to three classes

of peers. Furthermore, validation against simulation for up to 5,000 peers shows

that our model maintains an average error of 6% and 9% for homogeneous and

heterogeneous systems, respectively. Our sensitivity analysis suggests that β can
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have a large impact on the download time estimates, with a maximum possible

error of 20% arising only from wrongly estimating β. Similarly, the error in the

download time estimate arising from an error in ρmax (ρ0) is likely to be less than

18%.
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Extension to Open Systems and

Use of Models

This chapter discusses the extension of our closed model for open systems. Using

this model, we estimate the average download time of peers in an open system

with flash crowds and validate our results with measurements on PL. Furthermore,

we discuss the use our models for modeling different systems. For example, the

homogeneous closed model is used for both heterogeneous closed systems and open

systems to estimate the download performance.

5.1 Models for Open Systems

This section presents the extension of our model for open systems. To get a closed

form solution, the closed model assumes that there are no peer arrivals after the

initial flash crowd. This assumption might not hold in practice. It has been shown

that peers continue to join the system, but at a much lower rate [24, 27, 69]. To

address this, we model the arrival rate of peers and extend our model to allow

for an exponential decreasing arrival rate of peers. We validate our new model
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estimates with measurements on PL. The notation used in the open model are

presented in Table 5.1.

Notation Description

λ(t) arrival rate of peers in an open system
λ0 λ at time 0
τ attenuation parameter of λ
M number of blocks in the file
B size of a block
S number of blocks in a BT piece
Q number of simultaneous unchokes allowed in BT
Us maximum upload bandwidth of the server
u maximum upload bandwidth of each peer
ρ utilization of available peer bandwidth

ρ(t) ρ at time t
α fraction of blocks downloaded when maximum ρ is reached

ρmax maximum ρ
ρeg ρ during end-game phase
tF C flash crowd duration in an open system
K(t) total number of blocks downloaded in the system by time t
rd(t) download rate at time t
Td average download time

Table 5.1: Open model notations

To determine the download time of peers in an open system, we first model

the number of peers that download the file at moment t, N(t). During the time

interval ∆t, arbitrary small, the number of peers in the system is estimated based

on the number of peers that join the system during ∆t and the number of peers

that finished the download and leave during ∆t. The number of peers that finish

the download can be approximated based on the amount of data that is down-

loaded from the server and from all peers during ∆t. We assume that the server

upload capacity is fully utilized, while peers use only a fraction ρ(t) of their upload

capacity. The evolution of the number of peers in the system can be computed as

follows:

N(t + ∆t) = N(t) + λ(t)∆t −
Us + ρ(t)uN(t)

MB
∆t (5.1)
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5.1.1 Arrival Rate Model

We showed in Chapter 3.2.1 that the peer arrival rate varies over time. Previous

work [9, 24, 35, 36] suggests that the arrival rate of peer follows either an expo-

nential or a Zipf distribution pattern. Considering our trace analysis observations,

we choose to use an exponential distribution function to model the arrival rate of

peers. According to Guo et al. [24], the following function can be used to model

the arrival rate of peers over time, λ(t):

λ(t) = λ0e−
t
τ (5.2)

where λ0 is the initial arrival rate of peers (arrival rate of peers in the initial flash

crowd) and τ an attenuation parameter of peer arrival rate, which characterizes

the decrease of file popularity over time [24].

5.1.2 Utilization of Available Bandwidth Model

As explained in Chapter 4.2, because the number of peers in the system is un-

bounded and varies over time, computing the utilization of available peer band-

width based on the total number of peers in the system, N , would lead to inac-

curate results in open systems. Furthermore, ρ evolution over time is modeled as

a function of time, t, as opposed to as a function of K, as in the closed systems.

This is because K is bounded by MN in closed systems, while K varies over time

with the number of peers in open systems. Therefore, in an open system, ρ(t)

is computed by dividing the effective upload bandwidth to the maximum upload

capacity of all peers in the system at time t, N(t).

Similar to a closed system, the evolution of ρ during flash crowd in an open

system is modeled using three distinct phases, as shown in Figure 5.1. A measured
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profile for ρ during flash crowd in open system is shown in Figure 3.8. During

start-up, the peers start joining the system and the server is the major service

provider in the system. As the peers download their first blocks from the server,

they start sharing, and the utilization of peer bandwidth increases to ρmax after tα.

As peers start to complete their download and the arrival rate of peers decreases

over time, the available peer upload capacity becomes less utilized, marking the

beginning of the end-game phase at tβ . As the system transits into steady-state

after tF C , the utilization of available bandwidth improves again to ρmax.

ρ

ρmax

ρeg

tα tβ tF C

1

Time

Flash crowd Steady-state

optimal

actual
model

Maximum utilizationStartup End-game

Figure 5.1: Model of ρ for open systems

During flash crowd, we apply a simple model for ρ(t). This model allows

us to obtain a closed-form solution of download rate of peers using minimum

numerical approximations. During start-up, we assume that the utilization of

available peer bandwidth can be approximated with 0, with the server being the

only provider. During maximum utilization, the utilization is constant and equal

to ρmax. Lastly, the utilization is exponentially decreasing from ρmax to ρeg during

end-game. Hence, ρ(t) is modeled as follows:
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ρ(t) =















































0, t ≤ tα

ρmax, tα < t ≤ tβ

ρmaxe−
(ρmax−ρeg)u

MB
(t−tβ ), tβ < t ≤ tF C

(5.3)

5.1.3 Download Rate and Download Time Estimates

Since the arrival rate of the peers varies over time, the instantaneous download

rate of the peers changes based on the number of peers downloading a file at t.

The average download rate of the peers, rd(t), depends on the upload bandwidth

of the server and peers, Us and u, number of peers at t, N(t), and utilization of

available peer bandwidth at t, ρ(t). If we assume the average upload rate of the

peers is u, the download rate over time is:

rd(t) =
Us

N(t)
+ ρ(t)u (5.4)

Number of Peers

The download rate over time depends on the number of peers downloading the

file at t, N(t). Next, we show the derivation of N(t) for each phase of the flash

crowd.

Start-up Phase: t < tα The server is assumed to be only service provider

during start-up phase. Using Equation (5.1), the number of peers in the system

during start-up phase is:

dN(t)

dt
= λ(t) (5.5)
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Solving this equation, using the condition N(t) = 0, we obtain:

N(t) = λ0τ(1 − e−
t
τ ) (5.6)

To find the time when start-up phase ends (tα), we assume that each peer

joining the system before tα downloads at least one piece of Q blocks before the

systems enters maximum utilization. Hence, tα is estimated by numerically solving

the following equation:

tα =
QB

Us

N(tα) (5.7)

where N(tα) is the average number of peers in the system during start-up phase.

N(tα) is estimated by averaging N(t) from time 0 to tα:

N(tα) =
1

tα

tα
∫

0

N(t)dt (5.8)

Maximum Utilization Phase: tα ≤ t < tβ Using Equation (5.1), the number

of peers in the system during maximum utilization is:

dN(t)

dt
+

ρmaxu

MB
N(t) = λ(t) −

Us

MB
(5.9)

Solving this first order linear differential equation, we obtain:

N(t) = (λ0τe−
t
τ

MB

τρmaxu − MB
−

Us

ρmaxu
+ Kmax)e−

ρmaxu
MB

t (5.10)

where Kmax is a constant of integration.

The end of the maximum utilization phase (tβ), when at least one peer finished

the download, is estimated as the time taken to download M − 2Q blocks of the

file with peer bandwidth utilization ρmax. Based on tα, tβ is estimated as follows:
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tβ = tα +
(M − 2Q)B
Us

N(tβ )
+ ρmaxu

(5.11)

where N(tβ) is the average number of peers in the system during start-up phase.

N(tβ) is estimated by averaging N(t) from time tα to tβ :

N(tβ) =
1

tβ − tα

tβ
∫

tα

N(t)dt (5.12)

Since N(t) is a continuous function, the constants of integration Kmax is derived

using Equation (5.7) (details in Appendix B.2):

Kmax =
Us

ρmaxu
+ λ0τ(e

ρmaxu

MB
tα − e( ρmaxu

MB
−

1
τ

)tα −
MB

τρmaxu − MB
e−

tα
τ ) (5.13)

End-game Phase: tβ ≤ t < tF C As shown in Equation (5.3), the utilization

of peer available bandwidth is modeled using an exponential decrease during end-

game phase. However, approximating ρ with ρeg (instead of using an exponential

decrease) is reasonable this would not introduce major errors in the model. More-

over, this would help us solving the model to a closed-form solution. Hence, we

simplify the model and assume that ρ(t) = ρeg throughout the end-game phase.

Using this assumption and Equation (5.1), the number of peers in the system

during end-game phase is:

dN(t)

dt
+

ρegu

MB
N(t) = λ(t) −

Us

MB
(5.14)

Solving this first order differential equation, we obtain:

N(t) = (λ0τe−
t
τ

MB

τρegu − MB
−

Us

ρegu
+ Keg)e−

ρegu

MB
t (5.15)
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where Keg is a constant of integration.

At the end of the end-game phase (tF C), the system transits into steady-state

and the flash crowd ends. Since N(t) is a continuous function, the constant of

integration Keg is derived using Equation (5.11) (details in Appendix B.2):

Keg =
Us

ρegu
− λ0τ

MB

τρegu − MB
e−

tβ
τ

+ (λ0τ
MB

τρmaxu − MB
e−

tβ
τ −

Us

ρmaxu
+ Kmax)e

(ρeg−ρmax)u

MB
tβ (5.16)

Overall, the number of peers in the system variation over time is:

N(t) =



















































λ0τ(1 − e−
t
τ ), t ≤ tα

(λ0τe−
t
τ

MB

τρmaxu − MB
−

Us

ρmaxu
+ Kmax)e−

ρmaxu

MB
t, tα < t ≤ tβ

(λ0τe−
t
τ

MB

τρegu − MB
−

Us

ρegu
+ Keg)e−

ρegu

MB
t, tβ < t ≤ tF C

(5.17)

Download Rate

Using Equations (5.3), (5.4) and (5.17), the download rate for each phase of the

flash crowd is:

rd(t) =



















































Us

N(t)
, t ≤ tα

Us

N(t)
+ ρmaxu, tα < t ≤ tβ

Us

N(t)
+ ρmaxe−

(ρmax−ρeg)u

MB
(t−tβ)u, tβ < t ≤ tF C

(5.18)
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Download Time

We obtain the average download time of the peers for file of size MB, Td, by

integrating over time rd(t) from Equation (5.18):

Rd =
1

Td

Td
∫

0

rd(t)dt (5.19)

Rd × Td = MB (5.20)

Using Equations (5.18), (5.19), (5.20) and some approximations (presented in

Appendix B.2), the average download time is:

Td = tβ −
MB

(ρmax − ρeg)u
ln(

ρeg

ρmax

+
(ρmax − ρeg)u

MB
tβ − 2) (5.21)

We note that the model can be adapted to any p2p protocol only by changing

the estimates we use for tα and tβ . We use BT for the current estimates.

5.1.4 Validation

This section presents our open model validation with measurement results from

PL [11]. We validate the download rate over time and the average download time

estimated by our open model.

Measurement Setup

We validate our model against measurements conducted with BT, one of the most

popular p2p protocols. To validate the open model, we ran 40 experiments for

BT with the total number of peers entering the system varying between 700 and

1000. The arrival rate of peers per minute varied over according to Equation (3.1).

Since only 500 PL nodes are consistently reliable to be used in our experiments,
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we used values for τ of 3 and 4, and we varied λ0 from 80 to 130 peers/min. These

values produce swarms that have a maximum of 450 nodes at the peak of the flash

crowd. Also, peers that finish their download and exit the system are reused as

new peers that rejoin the system. We set an upload bandwidth for the peers of

128 kBps and the server bandwidth varied between 128 kBps and 256 kBps.

A number of peers is started every minute with an exponential decreasing rate.

The actions performed by the peer are recorded in a log file with the time of the

transaction and the details of the file blocks downloaded. The events are processed

in discrete time intervals of 20 seconds, as this interval is sufficiently large to allow

us to observe variations in the system, and is yet small enough to obtain a good

estimate of the instantaneous download rates.

From measurement observation, ρmax and ρeg are protocol-dependent. How-

ever, for a specific protocol, it is approximately constant for different swarm sizes

both for closed and open systems. Analysis of BT utilization profile shows that

75% of the values of ρmax fall between 0.89 and 0.95 and the values of ρeg fall be-

tween 0.58 and 0.65. Hence, we use the median values ρmax = 0.93 and ρeg = 0.6

for all our experiments. To identify the end of the flash crowd we use the variation

of number of peers over time, N(t). When the number of peers varies with less

that five peers over the last 10 minutes, we consider that the system has entered

steady-state.

Download Rate over Time

To validate the download rate, we measured and plotted for each experiment

the average download rate over time, and compared the measured values to the

values obtained from our model. We found that the model accurately predicts the

fluctuations in download rate in all our experiments.

In Figure 5.2, we plot an example of evolution of the download rate in one
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Figure 5.2: Validation of rd(t) for BT swarms

experiment with arrival rate of 100×e−
t
4 peers/minute. The measured data closely

follows the performance predicted by Equation (5.18). The vertical dotted lines

in the figure correspond to tα and tβ estimated by the model. Figures that show

the comparison between the estimated and the measured download rate in other

experiments with open systems can be found in Appendix C.2.

The error in estimating the download rate over time for this experiment was

6%, with 75% of the modeled samples being less than 10% away from the measured

values. Overall, throughout all our experiments, the average error in estimating

the download rate variation over time was 12.6%.

Download Time

We computed the average error in estimating the average download time of peers

for 40 experiments with BT. The average error was 5.8% for experiments with peer

and server bandwidth of 128 kBps and 256 kBps, respectively, and the standard

deviation was of 2%. We show in Figure 5.3 the errors for estimating the download

time when varying λ0 from 80 peers/min to 130 peers/min. The attenuation
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Figure 5.3: Relative errors for BT vs. λ0 for open systems.

parameter (τ) was constant and equal to four. We observe that the errors are less

than 15% for most of our experiments. A possible cause for the errors of more than

20% might be that the arrival rate of peers does not correspond to the modeled

scenario due to network delays in connecting to PL nodes.

5.2 Use of Models

In summary, we proposed three models covering closed systems with homoge-

neous and heterogeneous bandwidth peers, and open systems with homogeneous

bandwidth peers. For open systems with heterogeneous bandwidth peers, we were

unable to obtain closed form solution. In this section, we investigate the following:

• Using the homogeneous closed model for heterogeneous closed systems;

• Comparing our model with a simplistic model for closed systems;

• Using the homogeneous closed model for open systems;

• Comparing our model with a simplistic model for open systems.
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Tables 5.2 and 5.3 summarize the notations and the equations for both closed

and open models. In closed systems, the homogeneous model can be used in

heterogeneous systems when the download times estimates of each peer class are

not needed. In open systems, the download time estimates using the homogeneous

closed model have larger errors than a simplistic closed model. This shows that

the model used to estimate download time in different scenarios with flash crowds

has to be carefully chosen.

Notation Description

Common

M number of blocks in the file
B size of a block
S number of blocks in a BT piece
Q number of simultaneous unchokes allowed in BT
Us maximum upload bandwidth of the server
u maximum upload bandwidth of each peer
U maximum upload bandwidth of all peers in the system
ρ utilization of available peer bandwidth

ρ(t) ρ at time t
α fraction of blocks downloaded when maximum ρ is reached

ρmax maximum ρ
K(t) total number of blocks downloaded in the system by time t
rd(t) download rate at time t
Td average download time

Closed model

N number of peers in a closed system
R number of classes in a heterogeneous system
pi fraction of peers in class i
ui maximum upload bandwidth of peers in class i
β fraction of blocks downloaded when ρ starts to decrease

ρmin minimum ρ
Tdi

average download time of peer in class i

Open model

λ(t) arrival rate of peers in an open system
λ0 λ at time 0
τ attenuation parameter of λ

ρeg ρ during end-game phase
tF C flash crowd duration in an open system

Table 5.2: Summary of model notations
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Model rd(t) and Td ρ(t)
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Table 5.3: Summary of model equations
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5.2.1 Closed Systems

Using Homogeneous model in Heterogeneous Systems

The heterogeneous closed model outputs the download time estimates for each

class of peers. However, the heterogeneous model can be difficult to use when

only a rough estimate of the average download time of the whole system is needed.

Instead of attempting to apply the heterogeneous model, a simpler approach is

to apply the homogeneous model with the average upload bandwidth of the peers

as an input to the model. In Table 5.4, we compare the errors in estimating the

average download time of the whole swarm when using the homogeneous and het-

erogeneous closed models in closed systems with heterogeneous bandwidth peers.

The average download time estimates for the heterogeneous model were obtained

by averaging the estimates of each class of peers.

No. of Error of model estimates(%)
classes Homogeneous Heterogeneous

2 13.4 7.1
3 16.7 8.1
5 22.3 18.0

Table 5.4: Using closed models in heterogeneous systems

We note that the heterogeneous model is able to obtain slightly better estimates

as expected, but the gap between the two models seems to shrink with more peer

classes. This might be because the number of classes increases and the degree

of heterogeneity gets smaller. As explained in Section 4.3.3, the larger errors for

systems with more classes of peers might be caused by our model assumptions

related to the step-like nature of the end-game phase. There are more classes of

peers with small difference in bandwidth among classes and with only a few peers

in each class, and this results in less precise clustering.
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In particular, for the 5-class swarms, we found that the estimated average

download time of the system using the heterogeneous model is 18% compared to

the average download time from the measurements. The corresponding error for

the estimate with the homogeneous model is 22.3%. This suggests that for swarms

with a large number of peer classes, the homogeneous model is good enough when

only the system average download time is needed.

The homogeneous model is simpler to apply than the heterogeneous model.

Even though the errors are larger compared to a heterogeneous model, due to its

simplicity, the homogeneous model can be a good alternative when only a rough

estimate of the average download time is needed. However, the heterogeneous

model has its advantages by offering download time estimates for each class of

peers.

Using a Simplistic Model in Closed Systems

To the best of our knowledge, there are no previous models to estimate the evolu-

tion of flash crowd performance over time. In this section, we propose a simplistic

closed model and use this model for estimating the download time of homogeneous

and heterogeneous closed systems. We further compare the download time esti-

mates from our closed model with those from the simplistic model when increasing

the number of peers in the system.

A rough estimate of the average download time of peers in the simplistic model

can be obtained by computing the time taken to download the file when the ca-

pacity of the system is equally divided among peers. The download bandwidth

expected to be experienced by peers is estimated by dividing the total upload

capacity of the system to the total number of peers in the system. Hence, a sim-

plistic estimate of the average download time expected by peers in a homogeneous

system is:
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Td =
BMN

Us + ρmaxC
(5.22)

In a heterogeneous system, we assume that class i of peers is downloading with

a bandwidth proportional to its contribution to system capacity. Therefore, the

download time of class i is:

Tdi
=

BMN

Us + ρmaxNui

(5.23)

In Table 5.5, we show the relative errors when estimating the average down-

load times of peers using this simplistic model. The error are computed between

the estimated download time obtained using the simplistic model and the mea-

sured average download time in all our PL experiments with closed systems (see

Section 4.3.3 for measurement setup). Compared to Table 4.2 which shows the

errors of our closed models, the errors for heterogeneous systems are up to 25%

higher for the simplistic model than for our closed model. However, the errors for

the simplistic model for homogeneous systems (one class) are higher than that for

our model by 2%. This is because our measurements are from systems with less

than 150 peers, where the gap between our closed model and the simplistic models

estimates is small.

Figure 5.4 shows the predicted evolution of the download time when the swarm

size increases for both our and the simplistic model. We observe that the simplistic

No. of Error (%) for each class (kBps)
classes 16 32 64 128 192

1 - - - 8.6 -
2 - - 12.6 18.9 -
3 - - 24.5 8.9 29.9
5 50.4 29.4 7.8 37.9 41.7

Table 5.5: Simplistic model used in closed systems
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model consistently underestimates the download time for homogeneous swarms.

The gap between our closed model and the simplistic model increases for larger

swarm sizes. This might lead to higher errors when using the simplistic model in

larger swarms.

Furthermore, Figure 5.5 shows that the simplistic model used in heterogeneous
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systems significantly overestimates the download time for the fast class and it

underestimates that for the slow class. This happens because the faster class

receives higher upload capacity than its contribution. Because the simplistic model

assumes proportional division of the system capacity among classes, it results in

large errors in the estimates of the download time for each class. The simplistic

model is easy to apply, but the errors in estimating the download time increase

with more classes and peers.

5.2.2 Open Systems

Since the open model can be difficult to use when we do not know the peers arrival

rate parameters and requires additional model effort, it can be useful to apply a

simpler model to estimate the download time of peers in the flash crowd. In this

section, we use the homogeneous closed model and the simplistic model for an

open system with homogeneous bandwidth peers.

Our closed model and the simplistic model have as input parameter the total

number of peers, N , in the system. Since N varies over time in an open system,

there are a few options to set N in the closed model. One option is to set N equal

to the average number of peers that download the file during the flash crowd in an

open system. However, this is not fair for peers that join close to the beginning and

to the end of the flash crowd because the system is overloaded and in a transient

state during those times. Also, the peers that download the file during the peak of

the flash crowd, when the maximum number of peers is in the swarm, experience

a different download profile compared to a swarm containing less peers.

A second option is to estimate the download time of a peer based on the

number of peers downloading the file at the time that peer joins the system. For

example, if a peer enters a system with 100 peers, its download time is estimated

using the closed model for a swarm of 100 peers. This method runs the risk of
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underestimating or overestimating the swarm size for peers joining at the beginning

or towards the end of the flash crowd, but has the advantage of capturing the peak

of the flash crowd. We adopted the second option and we applied the closed model

with a different N for each peers in the flash crowd.

Table 5.6 presents the errors in estimating the download time using the open,

closed and simplistic models for modeling open systems. The errors are computed

by comparing the model estimates with the measured average download time of

peers in our PL experiments with open systems (see Section 5.1.4 for measurement

setup). The table shows the errors for the simplistic model are smaller by almost

5% than the errors for the closed model when used for open systems. The simplistic

model is easier to apply compared to the closed model and the estimates from the

simplistic model are 15.1% away from the measured download time. Both models

overestimate the measured download time in an open system because the closed

models ignore the peers contribution to service capacity during the end-game

phase of the download. The simplistic model can be an easy-to-apply alternative

in an open system when the users are interested to get rough estimate of the

download time. However, both closed and simplistic models fail to capture the

characteristics of flash crowd in open systems.

Average download time
Model Error (%) Standard deviation

Open 5.8 2.0
Closed 19.7 4.3

Simplistic 15.1 6.7

Table 5.6: Closed model and simplistic model used in open systems
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5.3 Summary

Using the variation over time of the number of peers in the system, we modeled

the download rate over time and download time of peers in open systems with ex-

ponentially decreasing arrival rates. The model was validated with measurements

on PL with open systems, and the predicted download rate follows the measured

profile with an average error of 12.6% for all our experiments. On average, the

download time estimates are only 5.8% away from the measured average download

time in all our experiments.

Next, we presented a summary of our models and we showed how to use the

homogeneous closed model for modeling heterogeneous closed systems and open

systems. The error for estimating the average download time of heterogeneous

swarms using the homogeneous model is only 4% higher than using the heteroge-

neous model. For open systems, the open model obtains errors that are at least

10% lower than when using the closed model. The high errors obtained when

using the homogeneous closed model for heterogeneous closed and homogeneous

open systems show that it can be inaccurate to use a single model for all scenarios

with flash crowds. To obtain good accuracy in estimating the download time, it

is necessary to use the right model for each scenario.
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Applications of Analytical Models

In this chapter, we discuss three applications for our analytical models [7, 8]:

1. Scalability of file distribution.

We investigate the impact of the number of peers on peer performance.

2. Server bandwidth provisioning.

We show how service providers can apply our model to estimate the required

server capacity to achieve a specific quality of service.

3. Understanding other protocols and implementations.

Designers of peer-assisted file distribution protocols can adapt our model to

study the design trade-offs for different protocols. We discuss three examples:

(a) the effect of improving fairness in FairTorrent, (b) the effect of non-altruistic

sharing in TFTTP, and (c) performance of BT implementations by comparing

BT with BTAzureus.

To further demonstrate the validity of our models, we include measurement results,

when possible, together with model estimates. In analyzing the impact of various

factors on download time and provisioned server capacity, we carried out multiple

experiments, but a representative set is presented in this section, However, when

results vary significantly across experiments, we highlight and explain the main

reasons for this variation.
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6.1 Scalability of File Distribution

When users download a file, they are usually interested to know how fast they will

download the file and they expect this estimate from their service provider. The

intuition is that when more users download the file, the slower the download for all

of them will be. However, in peer-assisted systems this intuition does not match

entirely with the actual download time. Using our model, a service provider can

estimate how the download time varies for peer-assisted systems configurations

with large number of peers that cannot be measured. Our modeling approach can

be applied to other protocols, but in this section we present measurement results

with BT.

We analyze the impact of scaling up the number of peers on the download

performance in open and closed systems. Besides the swarm size, we analyze the

influence of other parameters, such as peer and server bandwidth, on the flash

crowd scalability. Throughout this section, the maximum utilization and end-

game utilization values (ρmax, ρ0, and ρeg) are estimated as shown in Sections 4.3.3

and 5.1.4. Using these values, we computed the other parameters, α, β, ρmin,

and tα using our models. The download time estimates are computed using the

models shown in Table 5.3. Where possible, we show results from our measurement

experiments on PL along with our model estimates.

6.1.1 Closed Systems

This section analyzes the impact of changing the number of peers, peers and server

bandwidth, and percentage of peers in each class in homogeneous and heteroge-

neous closed systems on download performance.
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a. Homogeneous Systems

We use our homogeneous closed model to estimate the download time when the

number of peers, peer upload bandwidth and server upload bandwidth change in

peer-assisted file distribution systems. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the download time

when increasing the number of peers for different peer and server upload capacities.

Both figures show the estimates obtained using our closed homogeneous model and

the measured values obtained in PL measurements with BT.

Number of Peers. A trend observed from Figures 6.1 and 6.2 is that the down-

load time sharply increases for a small number of peers. The increase for a larger

number of peers is less pronounced, showing that the p2p system scales well with

the increase in number of peers. The sharp increase observed for small systems

estimates is due to our assumption that upload bandwidth of server is equally

divided among an increasing number of peers, with a noticeable impact on per-

formance. The marginal drop in performance is much more significant for swarms

smaller than 50 peers for our experimental setup.
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Figure 6.1: Scalability of homogeneous swarms for different peer bandwidth
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Peer Upload Bandwidth. Figure 6.1 presents the results for BT when the

upload peer capacity varies from 64 to 256 kBps, with a server bandwidth of

256 kBps. We compare the predicted values with our measurements. The dots

in Figure 6.1 represent the measurements from our experiments on PL with ui =

128 kBps and Us = 256 kBps. We show the prediction of the download times

from our model for swarms of up to 300 nodes. The measurement results are

close to the predicted values (bold line) and follow the trends observed. We notice

that the model tends to over-estimate the download time because of our model

assumptions.

Server Upload Bandwidth. Figure 6.2 shows how the download time varies

with the increase in number of peers in BTSeed systems with different server

capacities and peers’ bandwidth of 128 kBps. We observe that the download

times for BTSeed is less influenced by the server bandwidth, as peers that become

seeds help the server to efficiently disseminate the file. By comparing Figures 6.1

and 6.2, we notice that the download time is approximately halved when the peer
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Figure 6.2: Scalability of homogeneous swarms for different server bandwidth
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capacity is doubled, and the download does not improve much when we double

the server capacity. The peers capacity is hence a dominant factor over the server

capacity and the number of peers.

b. Heterogeneous Systems

We show the impact of the number of peers, fraction of peers in each class and

peer upload bandwidth on the download time of heterogeneous bandwidth systems

in Figures 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5, respectively. The figures plot estimates using our

heterogeneous closed model and measurement results from PL experiments from

swarms with two classes of peers.

Number of Peers. To analyze the impact of increasing the number of peers on

the expected peer performance, we show in Figure 6.3 the download time for each

class in swarms with two classes. The swarm contains 50% slow peers with 64 kBps

upload bandwidth and 50% fast peers with 128 kBps upload bandwidth, while the

server capacity is 256 kBps. The lines in this figure represent the estimated values
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Figure 6.3: Scalability of BT swarm with two classes
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and the dots represent the measured values in our experiments on PL. Like the

homogeneous case, we observe that the download times expected by each class

scales well when the number of peers in the swarm is increased.

As observed in Figure 6.3, the influence of the server capacity is more pro-

nounced for the slow peers than for the fast peers. Hence the download time of

the slow peers stabilizes when the swarm size is greater than 60, while that of

the fast peers stabilizes for swarms smaller than 40 peers. The measured values

follow the trend given by the analytical results, even though there are small errors

in the estimates. Furthermore, Figure 6.3 shows that our model underestimates

the download time for the fast peers and slightly overestimates the download time

for the slow peers. This trend, where the actual measured values for the average

download times of each class to be bounded by the estimates for the slowest and

fastest class, is consistent for swarms with different number of classes.

There are two reasons for underestimating the download time of the fastest

peers. Firstly, we tend to overestimate the download rate of the fastest peer be-

cause we assume that it downloads only from the fastest peers. Secondly, implicit

in the step function of our model, is the assumption that all the peers of a class

leave the swarm at the same time. In practice, some peers leave later than others.

Because our model predicts that the faster peers leave the system earlier than

what we observe in practice, our model underestimates the total upload capacity

left in the system after the peers start leaving the system. This results in overes-

timating the download time of the slowest class of peers left in the system. The

model can be further refined by using diagonal lines instead of vertical lines for

the transitions from one step to another. This would complicate the mathematical

derivation of the model with little improvements in accuracy.
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Percentage of Peers in Classes. The impact of the proportion of slow peers

on the download time of each class for a swarm with 100 nodes and a server

bandwidth of 256 kBps is shown in Figure 6.4. The lines represent the values

predicted by our model, while the dots correspond to actual measurements. As

shown by the dotted line, the download time for the slow peers (64 kBps) is

affected more significantly than the download time of the fast peers (128 kBps)

by the proportion of slow peers in the swarm. When the proportion of slow peers

is increased, the download time for slow peers increases considerably, while that

for the fast peers remains almost constant.
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Figure 6.4: Download time when varying the proportion of slow peers

Our model slightly overestimate the download time for the slow peers and

underestimates the average download time for fast peers because the class share

ratio is slightly in the favor of the slow peers. The accuracy of the download time

estimates for the fast peers in a system with large proportion of slow peers is lower

because the clustering phenomenon (explained in Chapter 3) is less pronounced.

This leads to larger download times than those predicted by the model.
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Peer Upload Bandwidth. Figure 6.5 shows the impact of the upload band-

width of the slow peers on the download time of each class in a 100-node system

with a 256 kBps server capacity and fast peers with 128 kBps upload capacity.

Due to clustering, the download time of the fast peers is independent of the band-

width of the slow peers. On the other hand, the download time of the slow peers

sharply increases for small values of the upload bandwidth. This is expected, since

the 50% of fast peers tend to cluster and finish faster, leaving just the slow peers

to complete in a longer time. The dots represent the measured average download

times for our experiments on PL. The error is larger for small values of the upload

bandwidth of the slow peers. In this case, the slow peers benefit more when they

get unchoked by the fast peers, even though they reciprocate the service and un-

choke the fast peers. Investigation of the impact of bandwidth on the class share

ratio is left as future work.
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Figure 6.5: Download time when varying the upload bandwidth of slow peers
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6.1.2 Open Systems

We discuss the impact of the peer arrival rate parameters, λ0 and τ , and of the peer

and server upload capacities on the download performance. Figures 6.6, 6.7, 6.8,

and 6.9 show the impact of the peer arrival rate, peer upload capacity and server

upload capacity on download performance in open systems with exponentially

decreasing arrivals, respectively. The plots show the open model estimates of the

download time (Td) when varying the arrival rate of peers. Due to the high number

of peers needed in one experiment, our measurement results for open systems

include only ten values of λ0 and two values for τ , as explained in Section 5.1.4,

with an average error of 5.8% in estimating the download time. Because of this

limited range of parameters, the measurement results are not shown on the figures.

Number of Peers. Figure 6.6 shows the download time estimates for systems

where the attenuation parameter is τ = 4 and the server upload bandwidth is

Us = 256 kBps. The initial arrival rate of peers, λ0, varies from 20 to 1000

peers/min and the upload capacity of the peers varies from 64 to 256 kBps. We

observe that the download time increases linearly with λ0 when greater than 50

peers/min, but the slope is small. This means that the open systems cope with

flash crowd with minimum loss of performance. If we compare Figures 6.1 and 6.6,

the open systems are less scalable then closed systems. However, the arrivals in

open systems lead to higher peaks in the number of peers than in closed systems

because the linear scale for λ0 results in an exponential scale for the peak number

of peers, N(t). More peers simultaneously downloading the file (N(t)) lead to

longer start-up phase.

In Figure 6.7, the initial arrival rate, λ0, is set to 100 peers/min and the server

upload bandwidth is Us = 256 kBps. The attenuation parameter, τ , varies from 1
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Figure 6.6: Download time when varying λ0 and the peer upload bandwidth

to 50 and the upload capacity of the peers varies from 64 to 256 kBps. We observe

that the download time increases linearly with τ for values greater then 50, and the

slope is greater than in Figure 6.6. This means that a slow attenuation (greater

τ) of the arrival rate impacts the system more than a higher initial arrival rate,

λ0. With a slow attenuation, the peak number of peers during the flash crowd is

higher the overall download performance decreases. A faster attenuation of the
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Figure 6.7: Download time when varying τ and the peer upload bandwidth
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arrival rate (lower τ) results in a lower number of peers at the peak of the flash

crowd and reduces the flash crowd duration.

Peers Upload Bandwidth. To show the impact of varying the peer upload

bandwidth on the download time, we use Figures 6.6 and 6.7 with different values

for λ0 and τ , respectively. As expected, the download time proportionally de-

creases with the increase in peer capacity. In Figure 6.6, the swarms with slower

peer bandwidth are impacted more than swarms with faster peer bandwidth by

lower initial arrival rates. This is because the start-up phase in slower swarms

depends more on the server bandwidth than in faster swarms, especially for small

λ0. Figure 6.7 shows that slow and fast swarms equally suffer with the increase

of τ . The attenuation parameter impacts especially the end-game phase, when

the block trading speed is already adapted to the upload bandwidth of the peers.

Hence performance degradation with the increase of τ is not affected by the peer

upload bandwidth.

Server Upload Bandwidth. The impact of varying the server upload band-

width on the peer download time when increasing λ0 and τ is shown in Figures 6.8

and 6.9, respectively. Figure 6.8 s hows the download time estimates for systems

where the attenuation parameter is τ = 4 and the peer upload bandwidth is

u = 128 kBps. The initial arrival rate of peers, λ0, varies from 20 to 1000 peer-

s/min and the upload capacity of the server varies from 128 to 512 kBps. As

expected, a slower server considerably slows down the whole system. For small

values of λ0, we observe an exponential increase in the download time that is more

pronounced for swarms with fast servers than for swarms with slow servers. Fig-

ure 6.9 shows the download time estimates for systems where λ0 = 4 and the peer

upload bandwidth is u = 128 kBps. The attenuation parameter, τ , varies from 1
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Figure 6.8: Download time when varying λ0 and the server upload bandwidth

to 50 and the upload capacity of the server varies from 128 to 512 kBps. A slower

server considerably slows down the whole system, especially for large attenuation

parameters. This happens because the peak number of peers in the system is

higher for gradual decreasing arrival rates (greater τ) than for steep decreasing

arrival rates (lower τ). A high number of peers makes swarms more dependent on

the server upload capacity.
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6.2 Server Bandwidth Provisioning

An important concern for service provider in peer-assisted systems is to offer

sufficient server capacity for users to achieve at least a minimal required quality

of service. Unlike traditional client-server file distribution systems, peers also

contribute to systems capacity. Hence, the amount of server capacity required is

not directly proportional to the number of supported clients. A service provider

needs to pay an ISP for server bandwidth and it can be costly to over-provision.

Ideally, server capacity allocated should be high enough to meet the quality of

service requirements, and yet not excessive.

In this section, we show how our model can be used to find a server capacity

that strikes a balance between maintenance costs and providing the required qual-

ity of service. In particular, we analyze the impact of the utilization of available

peer bandwidth on the server capacity needed in a file distribution swarm. With

our model, we predict the server capacity both for closed and open systems.

6.2.1 Closed Systems

Using the homogeneous and heterogeneous models, we show how to estimate the

server capacity so as to achieve a required download time and discuss our obser-

vations.

Provisioning for Homogeneous Systems

Given the required download time, we derive from Equation (4.20) the required

capacity of the server for a given homogeneous swarm. To obtain a closed form

solution, we assume that ρmin = 0 and that ln
Us + ρmaxU

Us

= ln(N + 1) and

obtain a first estimate of Us in Equation (6.1). Then, we iteratively improve the

approximation until an acceptable download time error is reached. Equation (6.1)
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gives the required server upload capacity for BT for a specified number of peers,

upload capacity, file size and utilization of available bandwidth for a homogeneous

closed system.

Cs,BT =
ρmaxU

TdρmaxU − BNSQ ln(N + 1)
(−TdfρmaxU+

BN(M(1 + (f − 1) ln(N + 1)) + SQ(ln(N + 1) − 1))) (6.1)

To understand to impact of changing the requirements for download time on

server capacity, we show in Figure 6.10 the estimates for a swarm with 100 nodes

and a peer capacity of 128 kBps. The lines correspond to the predictions ob-

tained from Equation (6.1), while the points are actual measurements from PL

experiments for BT. Figure 6.10 shows that the required server capacity increases

exponentially when the download time is decreased. When the required download

time is less than 600 seconds, the server is the major provider in the system. Be-

yond this point, the contribution of the peers has little impact on performance. As

a consequence, slightly relaxing the download time by 10%, from 500 seconds to
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Figure 6.10: Server capacity for BT homogeneous swarm vs. download time
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600 seconds, may lead to a 40% decrease in the requirement for server provisioning.

In contrast, if a download time of smaller than 600 seconds is not required, the

contribution of the peers to the download time is much more significant. There-

fore, service providers can apply our model to evaluate the trade-off between user

service level agreement requirements and the costs of provisioning the service.

Provisioning for Heterogeneous Systems

The unpredictability of flash crowds coupled with the heterogeneous bandwidth of

peers has an impact on the required server capacity. While a closed form solution

for the capacity of the server can be difficult to obtain for a heterogeneous system,

we can use our model to estimate the download time for different server capacities

and plot the server capacity against download time. Assuming the existence of logs

from previously served files with the estimated upload bandwidth of the peers and

their distributions in different classes, we can use the plot to estimate download

times (quality of service) as the server capacity varies.

In Figure 6.11, lines denote the estimated server bandwidth needed for a given

download time for two swarms with 100 and 500 nodes. The nodes are equally

divided into two classes with 64 kBps and 128 kBps upload capacity. We assume

the quality of service requirements are expressed in terms of the maximum down-

load time for each class of peers. It is unreasonable to expect all peers, regardless

of their intrinsic upload bandwidth to finish at the same time. Hence, we can infer

the required server capacity needed for the slow class to finish in a given time.

For example, if the slow peers are expected to finish in less than 700 seconds, the

server capacity is at least 30 MBps for a system with 500 clients.

Furthermore, the measured average download times for swarms with 100 nodes

are shown in Figure 6.11. From Figure 6.3, our model slightly overestimates the

download time for slow peers and underestimates that for fast peers. Therefore,
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Figure 6.11: Server capacities for BT heterogeneous swarms vs. download time

we expect that the actual values for the average download times for each class of

peers to be between the slow and fast lines in each swarm in Figure 6.11. Hence

our model bounds the performance expected for the whole system.

Figure 6.11 also reveals the impact of swarm size on the server capacity. Slow

peers stay in the system longer than fast peers, hence they benefit more from the

upload capacity of the server. In addition, we observe that we need a considerable

increase in server capacity to achieve a small improvement in the download time for

the fast peers. This observation is especially important for large swarms because

an increase in server capacity hardly changes the download times for the fast peers.

For small swarms, increasing the server capacity can improve download times, but

only up to a certain point, i.e. 40 MBps for an 100-peer swarm. Lastly, we can

deduce from the model the server capacity required to achieve similar download

times for all peers regardless of bandwidth. For example, our model suggests that

the required server capacity is 90 MBps for the 500-node swarm and 40 MBps for

the 100-node swarm. This analysis can be repeated with other system settings,

such as different server and peer upload bandwidths, and file sizes, among others.
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6.2.2 Minimizing the End-game Phase in Flash Crowd

As shown in Chapter 3, peers download 30% of total file blocks during the end-

game phase and 10% of these blocks come from the server. Compared to maximum

utilization where only less than 5% blocks come from the server, this percentage

has a high impact on system performance. We investigate methods to minimize

the server usage by minimizing the end-game phase of the flash crowd. Hence, we

propose and analyze using our heterogeneous model a number of server policies

designed to reduce the end-game phase.

By default, peers in a swarm have equal chances of getting file blocks from the

server throughout the download process. To shorten the end-game phase, a service

provider might ramp up server upload capacity only during the end-game phase.

But, prolonging the maximum utilization phase might lead to better overall peer

performance. Methods for prolonging the maximum utilization include decreasing

the server capacity during the maximum utilization, followed by ramping up the

server capacity during end-game. Server distribution policies can be changed to

decrease the availability of one of the blocks for the fastest class of peers, or to

upload more blocks to the slower class than to the faster class. To evaluate the

impact of these different policies on peers performance, we adjust our models

according to the description of each policy. We show results for swarms with 100

peers equally divided in two classes, with 64 and 128 kBps upload bandwidth.

Unless specified otherwise, the upload server capacity was set to 256 kBps.

a. Increasing Server Bandwidth during the End-game Phase

Increasing the server provisioning for the flash crowd phases might not bring sig-

nificant improvements in the download time, as shown in Section 6.2.1. To reduce

the costs of content distribution while improving the quality of service, a service
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provider can choose to increase the server capacity only for the end-game phase.

Figure 6.12 shows the effects on the average download time of the peers when in-

creasing the server bandwidth during the end-game phase from 256 to 4096 kBps.

Download time of fast peers is not affected by the increase in the server capac-

ity because their departure corresponds to the beginning of the end-game phase.

However, slow peers finish faster as the server capacity increases and the average

download time in the system decreases. Overall, for an average download time

improvement of 10% (from 1271 s to 1143 s), the server sent 730 MB more data

to peers when the capacity is ramped up during end-game phase from 256 kBps

to 2 MBps. For a similar improvement in download time, the server provisioning

increase according to Figure 6.11 would require the server to upload an additional

1.3 GB of data.
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Figure 6.12: Download time vs. server bandwidth increase (end-game phase)
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b. Tuning server bandwidth during maximum utilization and end-game

phases

Since the server contributes less than 5% of all file blocks downloaded during the

maximum utilization phase of the flash crowd, a service provider might decrease

the cost of provisioning by decreasing the server capacity during this phase. At

the same time, the server capacity during end-game can be increased to help slow

peers to complete their download faster.

Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show the download time and total server data upload in

a heterogeneous system when the server capacity of 256 kBps is decreased by some

fraction during the maximum utilization and the same fraction is added during

the end-game phase. As shown in Figure 6.13, the fast peers are more affected

by this server policy than the slow peers. When 70% of the server bandwidth

is transferred from the maximum utilization to the end-game phase, the average

download time of the fast peers increases by 7%, while the average download time

of the slow peer increases by only 2.5%. When the server bandwidth is decreased

by more than 70% during the maximum utilization, the download time increases
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Figure 6.13: Td when transferring server capacity between phases
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Figure 6.14: Server upload when transferring server capacity between phases

exponentially. Figure 6.14 shows the total server upload used in the system when

the fraction of server bandwidth changes. while the average download time of the

peers decreases by 4.3% when the 70% of the server bandwidth is transferred from

the maximum utilization to the end-game phase, the total server data decreases

by 12%. The total data usage continues to decreases almost linearly with the

increase of the transferred fraction. However, this highly deteriorates the quality

of service experienced by peers.

c. Decreasing the availability of the last block

The end-game phase duration can be decreased by postponing the time when

the fast peers complete and exit the system. This can be done by ensuring that

the server is not sending one of the file blocks to any peer during the maximum

utilization phase. Figure 6.15 shows the average download time when the delay in

sending one of the blocks from the server to peers increases from 0 to 600 seconds

after the end of the maximum utilization phase. As expected, a delay of 600 s

increases the download time of the fast class with 200 s compared to the default
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Figure 6.15: Download time vs. the delay in sending file blocks to fast peers

server policy (no delay). At the same time, the slow class benefits from the

bandwidth of the fast peers staying longer in the system and obtains a 450 s

improvement in the download time.

The total server upload decreases to almost half for a 600 s delay compared

to 0 s delay and the system overall download time improvement of 100 s. Among

all server policies proposed, this is the most unfair for the fast peers, because

the share ratio of the fast peers is considerably higher than one. However, using

this policy a service provider can achieve similar download times for the fast and

slow classes without additional server bandwidth usage. Compared to Figure 6.11

where the server bandwidth needed to obtain similar download times for both

classes is around 40 MBps, this policy reduces server usage by making use of the

fast class bandwidth.

d. Tuning server bandwidth received by slow and fast peers

Since the slow peers have larger download time during flash crowd, we propose a

server policy where they receive more bandwidth than the fast peers throughout
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the download duration. Figure 6.16 shows the download time when decreasing the

server bandwidth received by the fast class by some fraction and increasing the

server bandwidth received by the slow class by the same fraction. While the fast

peers are almost not affected by this policy, the slow peers improve their download

time by 10% when 95% of the server bandwidth is allocated to the slow peers. The

overall download time of the system improves by 5% (from 1299 s to 1229 s), with

a decrease of 10% (from 420 MB to 380 MB) in server data usage. Furthermore,

the class share ratio of the peers is minimally affected by the slow peers receiving

more bandwidth than faster peers from server. Hence, this server policy can be

considered the most effective in decreasing the download time, while maintaining

fairness in the system.
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Figure 6.16: Td when transferring server bandwidth from fast to slow peers

6.2.3 Open Systems

While a closed form solution for the server capacity can be difficult to obtain for

an open system, we can use our model to estimate the download time for different

capacities of the server by plotting the server capacity against download time.
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Our open model requires input parameters for the arrival rate (λ0 and τ) and

the upload bandwidth of the peers. Figure 6.17 shows the server upload capacity

required to obtain a specific download time for swarms with peers arriving in

an exponentially decreasing fashion with an attenuation (τ) of 4. The upload

capacity of the peers is set to 128 kBps and we show model estimates for three

swarms with initial arrival rates of 100, 300 and 500 peers/min. The required

server capacity increases exponentially when the quality of service requirements

are increased for small swarms. Improving server capacity to 100 MBps for swarms

with an initial arrival rate of 100 peers/min can reduce the download time from

928 to 200 seconds, while the download time in larger swarms is reduced from

1,148 to only 500 seconds.
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Figure 6.17: Server capacity for BT open systems when varying Td and λ0

Improving the quality of service in terms of download time in swarms of in-

creasing sizes requires different proportions of server capacity increments. For

example, decreasing the download time by 10% from 900 seconds to 810 seconds

requires 5, 7, 8.2 times increase in the server capacity for initial arrival rate of 100,

300 and 500 peers/min, respectively. Moreover, the server capacity increment is
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not proportional with the λ0 increment. This shows that server provisioning has

greater impact on smaller swarms compared to larger swarms. We observe two

phases in Figure 6.17. For small server capacities (see zoomed section), 10% de-

crease in the download time, from 900 to 810 seconds, needs a maximum increase

of 6 MBps for large swarms with λ0 = 500. On the other hand, for large server

capacities, the same 10% improvement in the download time, from 750 to 675 sec-

onds, for large swarms requires an additional 20 MBps in server capacity. This is

because server capacity greater than 40 MBps is the main source of the quality of

service increase. Figure 6.18 shows the server upload capacity required to obtain

a specific download time for swarms with an initial arrival rate of peers λ0 = 100

and peer upload bandwidth of 128 kBps. We show results for three values of τ

and we observe that τ does not significantly impact server provisioning, especially

for higher server capacity.
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Figure 6.18: Server capacity for BT open systems when varying Td and τ
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6.3 Understanding Other Protocols and Imple-

mentations

In this section, we demonstrate the use of our model to advance the understanding

of peer-assisted file distribution protocols. The general model described in Chap-

ter 4 can be adapted to other peer-assisted protocols by deriving the corresponding

protocol specific parameters, α, β, ρmax and ρmin. For illustration, we apply our

model to FairTorrent (FT) [55] and TFTTP [31], two protocols different incentive

schemes from BT. Then, we analyze BTAzureus [2], an optimized implementation

of BT.

6.3.1 FairTorrent: Improving Fairness

Similar to BT, FT uses a choke/unchoke scheme, but peers that are unchoked

are chosen to minimize the deficit between the amount of data uploaded and

downloaded with respect to each peer. We set a maximum deficit of one block,

so that a peer will only upload to another peer when the difference between the

number of bytes uploaded to and downloaded from that peer is less than one block.

This ensures that uploads and downloads between each pair of peers are matched.

To adapt our model for FT, we first derive the protocol-specific parameters.

To model α, we estimated the time taken by the server to upload at least one

block to each peer. Altruistic sharing in FT is minimal since the deficit is set to

one block, hence we assume that during tα each peer downloads a maximum of

one piece from other peers and, at the same time, use the whole server capacity:

NS

2
+ Ustα = αMN (6.2)
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Combining Equations (6.2) and (4.13) yields:

αF T =
S

2M

ρmaxU

ρmaxU − UsB ln( U
Us

ρmax + 1)
(6.3)

In FT, peers download from other peers at a rate that is equal to their upload

capacity, since the deficit is one block. Hence, we can derive a model similar with

that for TFTTP in Section 4.3.1, and obtain β as follows:

βF T = α +
(M − 1)

M

Us + ρmaxU

Us + U
(6.4)

Figure 6.19 shows a representative experiment with 50 nodes, server capacity

of 256 kBps and peer capacity of 128 kBps. We observed a trapezoidal shape

for ρ similar to that for BT. To establish the validity of our model, we ran 70

experiments varying the number of peers and server bandwidth and computed the

error in the estimated average download times. The maximum utilization value

was 0.8, the average observed throughout all experiments. In comparing our model
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Figure 6.19: ρ for 50-node FairTorrent swarm
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estimates with measurement experiments, 44 experiments had an average error of

14% in the estimated download time, and the remaining 26 had an average error

of 45%.

The high error rate in the 26 experiments triggered our curiosity to further

investigate the measurement traces. This lead to the discovery that the maximum

utilization phases contain multiple short periods of steep drops in utilization, as

shown in Figure 6.20. In this experiment, the swarm size was 110 nodes, the server

capacity was 256 kBps and the peer capacity was 128 kBps. Clearly, these drops in

utilization would result in significantly worse download times than those predicted

by our model. Our investigation shows that these gaps are caused by starvation.

Because FT implements a strict condition in the block exchange mechanism, it is

possible for the peers to end up in a state where they do not upload to the other

peers even though they have sufficient upload bandwidth. This suggests that

strict enforcement of fairness policy in FT can lead to performance degradation.

Probing further, we found that if we removed the upper limit on the maximum

deficit, starvation happens less often. This phenomenon was not reported by the
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Figure 6.20: Starvation in 110-node FairTorrent swarm
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authors of FairTorrent [55, 56].

While our model, at a higher level of abstraction, does not capture the multiple

periods of starvation in FairTorrent, this can be a potential strength. Coupling our

analytical approach with measurements allows us to expose and address perfor-

mance issues. This example shows that our model works well even for protocols

that are different from BitTorrent. However, measurements are still needed to

validate the protocols. In instances where the actual download times differ sig-

nificantly from our predictions, these differences might indicate the existence of

protocol issues as illustrated by the above example.

6.3.2 TFTTP: Non-altruistic Sharing

We showed in Chapter 4 that our model can be adapted with minimum changes

to TFTTP, a protocol with a non-altruistic sharing incentive scheme. Using this

model, we can predict the average download time expected by peers in a TFTTP

swarm. When we compared the predicted download time with the measured value,

we observed a large gap, especially for swarms with large number of peers. Fig-

ure 6.21 shows our results for TFTTP swarms up to 100 nodes, with server upload

capacity of 256 kBps and peers upload capacity of 128 kBps. The download time

measured in swarms with more than 70 peers is considerable longer than that pre-

dicted by our model. Moreover, the measured download time for TFTTP seems

to increase linearly with the number of peers.

We analyzed further our results for 100 nodes and observed that TFTTP

achieves a low utilization of the available peer bandwidth. For example, we show

in Figure 6.22 ρ versus Normalized K(t) for one of our experiments with 100

nodes. The utilization of available bandwidth ramps up later than usual, after

20% of the total number of blocks were downloaded. Since TFTTP does not allow

for altruistic sharing among peers, the system is highly dependent on the server
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Figure 6.21: Download time vs. the number of peers in TFTTP swarms

at start-up. This becomes a major problem for large swarms. A solution to this

problem is to increase the capacity of the server, but this is not a scalable solution

for systems with large number of peers.

A second problem we observe in Figure 6.22 is that the maximum utilization

value is less than 0.75, which is lower than the value of 0.85 we normally measure
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Figure 6.22: ρ for 100-node TFTTP swarm
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for smaller TFTTP swarms. This problem might be caused by a low availabil-

ity of the file blocks among the participating peers and by the large number of

connections that a peer makes at the same time. Again, increasing the server

capacity alleviates the availability problem, because the server would give out file

blocks faster, to all the peers, allowing them to propose more trades to other

peers. However, because TFTTP does not limit the number of peer’s uploading

connections, the uploading TCP flows have low bandwidth when the number of

peers if the system increases. As future work, we plan to improve the TFTTP

implementation to allow the peers to connect only a limited number of peers.

6.3.3 Comparing BT Implementations

Next, we analyze the performance of BTAzureus, another BT implementation,

using our model. To show the adaptability of our model, we apply our general

model to predict the performance of BTAzureus. To validate our estimates, we

ran experiments with BTAzureus on PL and observed that this implementation

obtains better utilization of available bandwidth than the Python BT implemen-

tation. Figure 6.23 shows one of our experiments with 100 nodes and 256 kBps

for server and 128 kBps for peers upload capacity. We observe that the maximum

utilization is maintained at ρmax for a longer interval than estimated. Hence, the

estimated β is lower than the measured one. Comparing the average maximum

upload utilization obtained for all our BTAzureus experiments with that obtained

for similar BT experiments shows that BTAzureus is more efficient in utilizing

the available bandwidth at the peers. This results from some implementation

optimizations [2] that are not included in the BT protocol specification.
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Figure 6.23: ρ for 100-node BTAzureus swarm

6.4 Summary

We presented three applications for our analytical models. Firstly, our model

can be used to understand flash crowd performance by analyzing the impact on

the expected download time when scaling up the number of peers. As peers in

peer-assisted file distribution systems contribute their upload bandwidth to sys-

tem overall capacity, both closed and open systems cope well with the increase in

number of peers downloading the file, independent of the peer upload bandwidth.

However, the open systems with slow server bandwidth show performance degra-

dation when the initial arrival rate of peers increases because the start-up phase

is prolonged.

Secondly, we estimate the server capacity needed in a peer-assisted file distri-

bution system with specific quality of service requirements. Applying our model

shows that server capacity can be reduced by 40% when increasing the required

download time only by 10%. Furthermore, we analyzed four server policies to

reduce time the end-game phase duration that can improve the average download
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time of the peers and can optimize the server data usage. Among these policies,

increasing the server bandwidth allocated for slow peers and decreasing that for

fast peers proved to be the most effective policy by reducing average download

time by 5% without affecting class share ratio, while reducing server data usage

by 10%.

Lastly, we show that our model can be used to find design problems and tune

other p2p protocols such as FairTorrent, TFTTP, and BTAzureus. Coupling our

model results with measurements, we discovered than FairTorrent has a strict

block-for-block exchange mechanism that leads to starvation and performance

degradation. TFTTP is highly dependent on the server bandwidth during start-

up phase and achieves low utilization of the available peer bandwidth in larger

swarms because of low block availability and of unlimited simultaneous peer con-

nections. BTAzureus follows BT specification, but the implementation is modified

and optimized to be more efficient in utilizing the available peer bandwidth.
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Conclusions

7.1 Thesis Summary

In file distribution systems, the main goals are to distribute files from a server to

multiple clients in the shortest possible time and to maintain the quality of service

requirements. To support a larger number of clients, peer-assisted systems have

been adopted to improve the performance and scalability of content distribution.

In this context, this thesis focused on understanding the expected performance of

peer-assisted file distribution with flash crowds for both closed and open systems.

By combining measurement and analytical modeling, we advance the understand-

ing of flash crowd performance in peer-assisted file distribution systems for users,

service providers and protocols designers.

From our measurement study on PlanetLab, we showed that peer bandwidth

utilization, ρ, is not constant over time. Previous studies assume the utilization

of available bandwidth is constant over time [53], but our measurements showed

that the utilization of the available bandwidth of peers exhibits a fixed pattern

with three distinct phases over the duration of a download, namely, start-up, max-

imum utilization and end-game. This observation is consistent for both open and
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closed systems with homogeneous and heterogeneous bandwidth peers, and for

different p2p protocols. For the end-game phase, ρ characterized by a smooth

decreasing function in a homogeneous system, but it is a step-like function that

corresponds with the number of peer classes with different bandwidth for hetero-

geneous swarms [6, 8]. In open systems with exponential decreasing arrivals, the

end-game phase is less pronounced than in a closed system because the first peers

joining the system benefit from the capacity of the peers joining later in the flash

crowd. In BitTorrent (BT), heterogeneous bandwidth peers enjoy an amount of

service proportional to their contribution to total system’s capacity. Although

slower peers in BT receive slightly more service than their upload contribution to

the system, their class share ratio is close to that of a fair system. Overall, our

observations suggest that p2p file-sharing protocols, such as BT, are efficient and

fair for peer-assisted file distribution [7].

Leveraging on the insight that the utilization of available peer bandwidth varies

over time, we proposed analytical models to estimate peer download performance

for two distinct scenarios with flash crowds. Firstly, a closed model is proposed

where a large number of peers join the system in a short period of time and no

peers arrive after the flash crowd. This corresponds with content being pushed to

users in a staggered manner such as automatic software updates. Secondly, a more

complex open model is proposed for multimedia content where arrival rate is not

constant over time but decreases as the file popularity drops. In closed systems,

PL validation with more than 800 BT experiments each consisting of 50 to 150

peers and simulation validation with more than 5000 peers showed less than 10%

average error in estimating the average download time for closed systems with

up to three classes of peers and the download rate variation over time closely

follows the profile predicted by our model. In addition, parameter sensitivity

study reveals that prolonging the maximum utilization of peer available bandwidth
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is the most effective way to increase the overall download performance [8]. In

open systems, PL validation showed that the download time estimates are only

5.8% away from the measured average download time and that the predicted

download rate follows the measured profile with an average error of 12.6% in all our

experiments. We discussed the use of our simpler homogeneous closed model for

modeling heterogeneous closed systems and homogeneous open systems. The error

for estimating the average download time of heterogeneous closed systems using

the homogeneous closed model is only 4% higher than using the heterogeneous

closed model. The higher errors obtained when using the homogeneous closed

model for homogeneous open systems show that it can be inaccurate to use a single

model for all scenarios with flash crowds. To obtain good accuracy in estimating

the download time, it is necessary to use the right model for each scenario.

A number of insights for users, service providers and protocol designers of peer-

assisted file distribution systems have been drawn from applying our model. As

peers contribute their upload bandwidth to overall system capacity, both closed

and open systems cope well with an increase in the number of peers downloading

the file, for different peer and server upload bandwidth. However, the open sys-

tems with slow server show performance degradation when the initial arrival rate

of peers increases because this leads to exponentially more peers simultaneously

downloading the file and prolonging the start-up phase. Secondly, service provi-

sioning during flash crowds is a challenging problem because our model shows that

it takes a significant increase in server bandwidth to achieve small improvements

in the quality of service. Alternatively, reducing the requirements on download

time by 10% results in 40% reduction of the required server capacity. In het-

erogeneous systems, increasing the server bandwidth allocated for slow peers and

decreasing that for fast peers can be effective in reducing the download time by 5%

and server provisioning data usage by 10%, without affecting the fairness of the
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system. Thirdly, protocol designers can use our modeling approach to investigate

protocols with different incentive schemes such as FairTorrent and TFTTP and

different implementations of the same protocol such as BTAzureus. For example,

coupling our model results with measurements, we demonstrated that improving

fairness in FairTorrent can sometimes lead to transient starvation and significant

performance degradation. Furthermore, TFTTP is highly dependent on the server

bandwidth during start-up phase and achieves low utilization of the available peer

bandwidth in larger swarms because of low block availability and of unlimited

simultaneous peer connections. [7, 8].

7.2 Future Directions

Our modeling approach can be adapted for two main directions: applying our

models to other type of applications, such as video streaming, and extending our

analytical model for file distribution on mobile platforms.

7.2.1 Video Streaming

It is estimated that video traffic in the Internet will constitute 70% of the total In-

ternet traffic by 2017 [1]. The providers of video streaming services are interested

in achieving a promised quality of service with minimum costs. Therefore, accu-

rately predicting user performance even under extreme conditions such as flash

crowds can bring significant savings by carefully adjusting the provisioned server

bandwidth.

Hence, it is important to understand and predict performance for video stream-

ing. Considering that many of the video streaming applications use p2p protocols

to improve their download performance, we can extend our model for these appli-

cations. An advantage for our model is that it predicts performance under flash

crowds, which are also common for video steaming. However, we need to modify
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our analytical model to include constraints regarding the download rate of each

peer, to ensure the video quality for users.

7.2.2 File Distribution on Mobile Platforms

The past years have seen an explosion of mobile devices such as smartphones

and tablets accessing increasing amount of content over the mobile network plat-

form. While the fixed network is the current medium for file distribution, it is

estimated that mobile traffic will constitute more than half of the Internet traffic

by 2017 [1]. The mobile network has many performance limitations, such as un-

reliable connectivity and low download capacities, making content distribution a

challenging task.

The modeling approach proposed by this thesis covers peer-assisted file dis-

tribution over the traditional fixed network platform. Even though the upload

and download peak bandwidth supported by the new 4G LTE standards are close

to those of fixed networks, by its nature, the mobile network allows for move-

ment of users. This might cause many performance issues, such as service delays,

variations in available bandwidth, and even interruptions. Several measurement

studies [60, 64] have been done to analyze the performance of static users, for

various types of applications, including data, video, and voice [60]. For mobile

user [64], the measurement study shows that existing mobile network technologies

are fair in allocating bandwidth among users, handovers are almost impossible to

predict, and the TCP and UDP flows suffer equally from mobility. These chal-

lenging network conditions, coupled with different types of applications such as

file distribution and video streaming, make performance understanding a difficult

task. Hence, service providers and protocol designers can benefit from using an-

alytical models for understanding user performance for various applications used

over different network platforms.
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Appendix A

Measurement Results from

PlanetLab for Closed Systems

This appendix presents results from measurements on PL for homogeneous and

heterogeneous closed systems. Each plot shows the utilization of available peer

bandwidth in one of our experiments. The experimental setup is presented in

Chapter 3.

A.1 Homogeneous Bandwidth Systems

In this section we show experiments with homogeneous bandwidth peers. Un-

less specified, the upload peer bandwidth was 128 kBps and the upload server

bandwidth was 256 kBps.

A.1.1 Varying the Number of Peers

This section shows the utilization of available peer bandwidth when varying the

number of peers in the system from 20 to 150 peers.
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Figure A.1: Experiment with 20 peers
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Figure A.2: Experiment with 30 peers
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Figure A.3: Experiment with 40 peers
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Figure A.4: Experiment with 50 peers
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Figure A.5: Experiment with 60 peers
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Figure A.6: Experiment with 70 peers
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Figure A.7: Experiment with 80 peers
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Figure A.8: Experiment with 90 peers
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Figure A.9: Experiment with 100 peers
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Figure A.10: Experiment with 110 peers
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Figure A.11: Experiment with 120 peers
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Figure A.12: Experiment with 130 peers
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Figure A.13: Experiment with 140 peers
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Figure A.14: Experiment with 150 peers
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A.1.2 Varying Upload Server Bandwidth

This section shows ρ in experiments with 100 peers when varying the server upload

bandwidth from 128 to 4000 kBps. The peer upload bandwidth was 128 kBps.
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Figure A.15: Server bandwidth: 128 kBps
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Figure A.16: Server bandwidth: 192 kBps

A.2 Heterogeneous Bandwidth Systems

Next, we show experiments with heterogeneous bandwidth peers. Unless specified,

the upload server bandwidth was 256 kBps and the peers are equally divided in

two classes with 64 and 128 kBps upload bandwidth.
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Figure A.17: Server bandwidth: 256 kBps
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Figure A.18: Server bandwidth: 320 kBps
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Figure A.19: Server bandwidth: 384 kBps
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Figure A.20: Server bandwidth: 512 kBps
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Figure A.21: Server bandwidth: 768 kBps
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Figure A.22: Server bandwidth: 850 kBps
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Figure A.23: Server bandwidth: 1024 kBps
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Figure A.24: Server bandwidth: 1260 kBps
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Figure A.25: Server bandwidth: 1536 kBps
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Figure A.26: Server bandwidth: 1792 kBps
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Figure A.27: Server bandwidth: 2048 kBps
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Figure A.28: Server bandwidth: 2600 kBps
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Figure A.29: Server bandwidth: 3072 kBps
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Figure A.30: Server bandwidth: 3600 kBps
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Figure A.31: Server bandwidth: 4000 kBps
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A.2.1 Varying the Number of Peers

This section shows ρ when varying the number of peers in the system from 45 to

150.
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Figure A.32: Experiment with 45 peers
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Figure A.33: Experiment with 66 peers

A.2.2 Varying Upload Peer Bandwidth

We show ρ for experiments with peers equally divided in two classes. The upload

bandwidth of the fast class is 128 kBps, while the upload bandwidth of the slow

peers is varied from 10 to 90 kBps.
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Figure A.34: Experiment with 80 peers
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Figure A.35: Experiment with 90 peers
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Figure A.36: Experiment with 100 peers
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Figure A.37: Experiment with 120 peers
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Figure A.38: Experiment with 130 peers
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Figure A.39: Experiment with 140 peers
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Figure A.40: Experiment with 150 peers
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Figure A.41: Upload bandwidth of slow peers: 10 kBps
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Figure A.42: Upload bandwidth of slow peers: 20 kBps
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Figure A.43: Upload bandwidth of slow peers: 30 kBps
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Figure A.44: Upload bandwidth of slow peers: 40 kBps
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Figure A.45: Upload bandwidth of slow peers: 50 kBps
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Figure A.46: Upload bandwidth of slow peers: 64 kBps
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Figure A.47: Upload bandwidth of slow peers: 70 kBps
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Figure A.48: Upload bandwidth of slow peers: 80 kBps
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Figure A.49: Upload bandwidth of slow peers: 90 kBps
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A.2.3 Varying Upload Server Bandwidth

This section shows ρ in experiments with two classes of peers (64 and 128 kBps)

when varying the upload server bandwidth from 256 to 950 kBps.
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Figure A.50: Server bandwidth: 256 kBps
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Figure A.51: Server bandwidth: 384 kBps

Varying the Number of Classes

We show ρ when changing the number of classes from 2 to 5. The peers are

uniformly divided among classes.
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Figure A.52: Server bandwidth: 512 kBps
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Figure A.53: Server bandwidth: 640 kBps
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Figure A.54: Server bandwidth: 768 kBps
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Figure A.55: Server bandwidth: 896 kBps
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Figure A.56: 2 classes with upload bandwidth of 64, 128 KBps
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Figure A.57: 3 classes with upload bandwidth of 64, 128, 192 KBps
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Figure A.58: 5 classes with upload bandwidth of 16, 32, 64, 128, 192 kBps

Percentage of Peers in Classes

In this section, we show ρ for systems with two, three and five classes of peers. The

percentage of peers in each class varies for each experiment shown. The caption

shows this percentage and the upload

Experiments with two classes of peers with 64 and 128 kBps upload bandwidth,

respectively:
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Figure A.59: Percentages: 30%, 70%

Experiments with three classes of peers with 64, 128, 192 kBps upload band-

width, respectively:

Experiments with three classes of peers with 16, 32, 64, 128, 192 kBps upload
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Figure A.60: Percentages: 40%, 60%
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Figure A.61: Percentages: 60%, 40%
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Figure A.62: Percentages: 70%, 30%
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Figure A.63: Percentages: 80%, 20%
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Figure A.64: Percentages: 20%, 40%, 40%
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Figure A.65: Percentages: 40%, 40%, 20%
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bandwidth, respectively:
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Figure A.66: Percentages: 10%, 20%, 40%, 20%, 10%
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Figure A.67: Percentages: 10%, 20%, 20%, 20%, 30%

A.2.4 End-game Characterization

Figure A.69 shows the percentage of blocks downloaded during the end-game phase

for an increasing number of classes.

Figure A.70 shows the percentage of blocks downloaded during the end-game

phase when varying the difference between the slowest and faster peer upload

bandwidth in systems with two and three classes.

s
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Figure A.68: Percentages: 30%, 10%, 30%, 20%, 10%
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Figure A.69: End game (of K) vs. number of classes.

Figure A.71 shows the percentage of uploads from the server received by all

peers in the system during maximum utilization and end-game phases. One point

on the plot represents the average for one experiment with multiple peers. The

server contribution remains constant as the number of peers in the system in-

creases.
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Figure A.70: End game (of K) vs. bandwidth spread.
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Figure A.71: Server contribution in the end-game vs. number of peers.
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Appendix B

Mathematical Derivation for

Model

B.1 Closed Model

B.1.1 Start-up Phase: K(t) ≤ αMN

Using Equations (4.1) and (4.2), we obtain:

K(t + ∆t) = K(t) +
Us

B
∆t + ρmax

U

B

K(t)

αMN
∆t (B.1)

K(t + ∆t) − K(t)

∆t
=

Us

B
+ ρmax

U

B

K(t)

αMN
(B.2)

dK(t)

dt
=

Us

B
+ ρmax

U

B

K(t)

αMN
(B.3)
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Solving the first-order differential equation,

K(t)e−
ρmaxU
BαMN

t = −
αMN

ρmax

Us

U
e−

ρmax
αMN

U
B

t + Kc (B.4)

To find the constant of integration, Kc, we use the condition K(0) = 0 in Equa-

tion (B.4) and we obtain:

Kc =
αMN

ρmax

Us

U
(B.5)

Finally, Equation (B.4) becomes:

K(t) =
Us

U

αMN

ρmax

(e
U
B

ρmax
αMN

t
− 1) (B.6)

We deduce tα from Equation (B.6) and condition K(tα) = αMN :

tα =
B

U

αMN

ρmax

ln(
U

Us

ρmax + 1) (B.7)

B.1.2 Maximum Utilization Phase: αMN < K(t) ≤ βMN

Using Equations (4.1) and (4.2), we obtain:

K(t + ∆t) = K(t) +
Us

B
∆t + ρmax

U

B
∆t (B.8)

dK(t)

dt
=

Us

B
+ ρmax

U

B
(B.9)

Solving the differential equation, we obtain:

K(t) = αMN +
Us + ρmaxU

B
(t − tα) (B.10)
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Using Equation (B.10) and the condition K(tβ) = βMN , we deduce tβ:

tβ = (β − α)
BMN

Us + ρmaxU
+ tα (B.11)

B.1.3 End-game Phase: βMN < K(t) ≤ MN

Using Equations (4.1) and (4.2), we obtain:

K(t+∆t) = K(t) +
Us

B
∆t

+
U

B

(ρmax − βρmin) −
K(t)
MN

(ρmax − ρmin)

1 − β
(B.12)

dK(t)

dt
+ (ρmax − ρmin)

U

B

K(t)

(1 − β)MN

=
Us

B
+

U

B

(ρmax − ρminβ)

1 − β
(B.13)

Solving the first-order differential equation,

K(t)eP t = Q
eP t

P
+ Kc (B.14)

where

P =
U

B

(ρmax − ρmin)

(1 − β)MN
(B.15)

Q =
Us

B
+

U

B

(ρmax − ρminβ))

1 − β
(B.16)

To find the constant of integration, Kc, we use the condition K(tβ) = βMN in

Equation (B.13):

Kc = eP tβ (βMN −
Q

P
) (B.17)
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By substituting Equations (B.15), (B.16) and (B.17) into Equation (B.14) and

simplifying, we obtain:

K(t) = βMNe
−

U
B

ρmax−ρmin
(1−β)MN

(t−tβ )

+(
Us(1 − β)

U(ρmax − ρmin)
+

ρmax − βρmin

ρmax − ρmin

)

×MN(1 − e
−

U
B

ρmax−ρmin
(1−β)MN

(t−tβ )
) (B.18)

B.2 Open Model

B.2.1 Start-up Phase: t < tα

The number of peers in the system during start-up phase is:

dN(t)

dt
= λ(t) (B.19)

Solving this equation, using the condition N(t) = 0, we obtain:

N(t) = λ0τ(1 − e−
t
τ ) (B.20)

To find the time when start-up phase ends (tα), we assume that each peer

joining the system before tα downloads at least one piece of Q blocks before the

systems enters maximum utilization. Hence, tα is estimated by numerically solving

the following equation:

tα =
QB

Us

N(tα) (B.21)

where N(tα) is the average number of peers in the system during start-up phase.

N(tα) is estimated by averaging N(t) from time 0 to tα:
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N(tα) =
1

tα

tα
∫

0

N(t)dt

=
λ0τ

tα

(tα + τe−
tα
τ − τ) (B.22)

After replacing Equation (B.22) in (B.21), tα is obtained by numerically solving

the following equation:

t2
α −

QB

US

λ0τtα −
QB

US

λ0τ +
QB

US

λ0τ 2e−
tα
τ = 0 (B.23)

B.2.2 Maximum Utilization Phase: tα ≤ t < tβ

Using Equation (5.1), the number of peers in the system during maximum utiliza-

tion is:

dN(t)

dt
+

ρmaxu

MB
N(t) = λ(t) −

Us

MB
(B.24)

We solve this first order linear differential equation:

P (t) =
ρmaxu

MB
(B.25)

Q(t) = λ(t) −
Us

MB
(B.26)

N(t)e
∫

P (t)dt

∫

Q(t)e
∫

P (t)dtdt + Kmax (B.27)
∫

P (t)dt =
ρmaxu

MB
t (B.28)

∫

Q(t)e
∫

P (t)dtdt =
∫

(λ(t) −
Us

MB
)e

ρmaxu
MB

tdt (B.29)

The variation of number of peers becomes:

N(t) = (
∫

λ(t)e
ρmaxu

MB
tdt −

Us

ρmaxu
+ Kmax)e−

ρmaxu
MB

t (B.30)
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where

∫

λ(t)e
ρmaxu

MB
tdt = λ(t)

MB

ρmaxu
e

ρmaxu
MB −

∫

MB

ρmaxu
e

ρmaxu
MB λ(t)′dt (B.31)

= λ(t)
MB

ρmaxu
e

ρmaxu

MB +
MB

ρmaxu

∫ λ0

τ
e

ρmaxu

MB e−
t
τ dt (B.32)

Finally, N(t) is:

N(t) = (λ0τe−
t
τ

MB

τρmaxu − MB
−

Us

ρmaxu
+ Kmax)e−

ρmaxu
MB

t (B.33)

where Kmax is a constant of integration.

The end of the maximum utilization phase (tβ), when at least one peer finished

the download, is estimated as the time taken to download M − 2Q blocks of the

file with peer bandwidth utilization ρmax. Based on tα, tβ is estimated as follows:

tβ = tα +
(M − 2Q)B
Us

N(tβ )
+ ρmaxu

(B.34)

where N(tβ) is the average number of peers in the system during start-up phase.

N(tβ) is estimated by averaging N(t) from time tα to tβ :

N(tβ) =
1

tβ − tα

tβ
∫

tα

N(t)dt

=
1

tβ − tα

(−τ(e−

tβ
τ − e−

tα
τ ) − Kmax

MB

ρmaxu
(e−

ρmaxu
MB

tβ − e−
ρmaxu

MB
tα) −

Us

ρmaxu
(tβ − tα)) (B.35)

A numerical solution for tβ is obtained from Equations (B.34) and(B.35).

Since N(t) is a continuous function, the constants of integration Kmax is derived
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using Equation (B.21):

λ0τ(1 − e−
tα
τ ) = (λ0τe−

tα
τ

MB

τρmaxu − MB
−

Us

ρmaxu
+ Kmax)e−

ρmaxu
MB

tα (B.36)

Solving this equation, leads to the following solution:

Kmax =
Us

ρmaxu
+ λ0τ(e

ρmaxu
MB

tα − e( ρmaxu
MB

−
1
τ

)tα −
MB

τρmaxu − MB
e−

tα
τ ) (B.37)

B.2.3 End-game Phase: tβ ≤ t < tFC

During end-game phase, ρ(t) = ρeg. Using this assumption and Equation (5.1),

the number of peers in the system during end-game phase is:

dN(t)

dt
+

ρegu

MB
N(t) = λ(t) −

Us

MB
(B.38)

Solving this first order differential equation using a similar method with the

one used for maximum utilization phase, we obtain:

P (t) =
ρegu

MB
(B.39)

Q(t) = λ(t) −
Us

MB
(B.40)

N(t)e
∫

P (t)dt

∫

Q(t)e
∫

P (t)dtdt + Keg (B.41)
∫

P (t)dt =
ρegu

MB
t (B.42)

∫

Q(t)e
∫

P (t)dtdt =
∫

(λ(t) −
Us

MB
)e

ρegu

MB
tdt (B.43)

N(t) = (
∫

λ(t)e
ρegu

MB
tdt −

Us

ρegu
+ Keg)e−

ρegu

MB
t (B.44)
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∫

λ(t)e
ρegu

MB
tdt = λ(t)

MB

ρegu
e

ρegu

MB −

∫

MB

ρegu
e

ρegu

MB λ(t)′dt (B.45)

= λ(t)
MB

ρegu
e

ρegu

MB +
MB

ρegu

∫

λ0

τ
e

ρegu

MB e−
t
τ dt (B.46)

N(t) = (λ0τe−
t
τ

MB

τρegu − MB
−

Us

ρegu
+ Keg)e

−
ρegu

MB
t (B.47)

where Keg is a constant of integration.

Since N(t) is a continuous function, the constant of integration Keg is derived

using Equations (B.33) and (B.47):
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Hence, Keg is:
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Overall, the number of peers in the system variation over time is:

N(t) =
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(B.50)

Using Equations (5.3), (5.4) and (B.50), the download rate for each phase of

the flash crowd is:
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rd(t) =
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(B.51)

Using Equations (B.51), (5.19), (5.20) and some approximations, the average

download time is:

tα
∫

0

Us

N(t)
dt+

tβ
∫

tα

(
Us

N(t)
+ ρmaxu)dt+

Td
∫

tα

(
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(ρmax−ρeg)u

MB (t − tβ))dt = MB (B.52)

Since the server uploads received by a peer would be small in systems with large

number of peers,
Us

N(t)
can be ignored. After solving Equation (B.52), we obtain:

Td = tβ −
MB

(ρmax − ρeg)u
ln(

ρeg

ρmax

+
(ρmax − ρeg)u

MB
tβ − 2) (B.53)
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Appendix C

Download Rate Validation with

PlanetLab Experiments

This appendix shows additional examples with measurements from PL for our

model validation in Chapters 4 and 5. The figures show the estimated and the

measured peer download rate over time in different experiments with closed and

open systems.

C.1 Closed Systems

This section presents results from applying the closed model to closed systems

with homogeneous and heterogeneous bandwidth peers.

C.1.1 Homogeneous Bandwidth Systems

We show the average download rate over time in experiments with homogeneous

bandwidth peers. In the following figures, the upload peer and server bandwidth

are 128 and 256 kBps and the number of peers in the system varies from 50 to

150 peers.
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Figure C.1: Experiment with 50 peers
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Figure C.2: Experiment with 60 peers
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Figure C.3: Experiment with 70 peers
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Figure C.4: Experiment with 80 peers
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Figure C.5: Experiment with 90 peers
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Figure C.6: Experiment with 100 peers
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Figure C.7: Experiment with 110 peers
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Figure C.8: Experiment with 120 peers
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Figure C.9: Experiment with 130 peers
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Figure C.10: Experiment with 140 peers
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Figure C.11: Experiment with 150 peers
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C.1.2 Heterogeneous Bandwidth Systems

We show the average download rate over time in experiments with 100 peers

equally divided in two classes. In the following figures, the fast peers and the

server have upload bandwidth of 128 and 256 kBps, respectively. The slow peer

bandwidth varies between 10 and 90 kBps.
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Figure C.12: Upload bandwidth of slow peers: 10 kBps
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Figure C.13: Upload bandwidth of slow peers: 20 kBps
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Figure C.14: Upload bandwidth of slow peers: 30 kBps
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Figure C.15: Upload bandwidth of slow peers: 40 kBps
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Figure C.16: Upload bandwidth of slow peers: 50 kBps
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Figure C.17: Upload bandwidth of slow peers: 64 kBps
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Figure C.18: Upload bandwidth of slow peers: 70 kBps
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Figure C.19: Upload bandwidth of slow peers: 80 kBps
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Figure C.20: Upload bandwidth of slow peers: 90 kBps

C.2 Open Systems

This section presents results from applying the open model to open systems. The

measurement setup is shown in Section 5.1.4. The server and peer bandwidth are

128 and 256 kBps, respectively. The following figures show the download rate

over time modeled and measured in experiments with an exponentially decreasing

arrival rate. The attenuation parameter, τ , is 4, while the initial arrival rate λ0

varies from 80 to 130 peers/min.
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Figure C.21: Initial arrival rate: 80 peers/min
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Figure C.22: Initial arrival rate: 90 peers/min
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Figure C.23: Initial arrival rate: 100 peers/min
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Figure C.24: Initial arrival rate: 110 peers/min
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Figure C.25: Initial arrival rate: 120 peers/min
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Figure C.26: Initial arrival rate: 130 peers/min
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